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Abstract 

This study aimed to explore a new area of development in optical fiber sensing - using 

the Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) as a sensing element with real-life applications. The 

proposed new development is in the field of information technology, and fully utilize 

the advantages of FBG-based sensors as the foundation of the new area,  benefiting 

many modern industries in this information age.  

 

To demonstrate the concept, a case study focused on railway application is presented. 

The case study included setting up a Smart Railway Health-Condition Monitoring 

(SRHM) system, including an FBG-based sensors network and information 

technology algorithms, for monitoring the health condition of all trains in the fleet.  

 

The FBG has become very popular in recent years because of its advantages of high 

capacity, small size and long-distance of application. Thus, it has been used in 

different fields and excellent performances have been recorded. Railway systems 

involve numerous high-voltage systems that may be sensitive to, or emit, 

electromagnetic (EM) waves. Compared to electronic type sensors, the FBG is the 

most suitable candidate for railway application because of its EM interference (EMI) 

immunity and zero-emission of EM waves.   

 

The SRHM system proposed, connects four FBG-based sensors as follows: (1) Track 

Settlement Level Sensor, (2) Axle Counting Sensor, (3) Weight Balance Sensor, and 

(4) Vibration Index (VI) Sensor. The VI was selected for investigation to demonstrate 

the proposed new research direction and extended usage. Furthermore, to distinguish 
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the identity of each train and its corresponding data, radio frequency identification 

(RFID) tags were installed in all cars of the trains. After a year of experimentation, 

the data and results illustrated that SRHM performance was satisfactory. The research 

showed that, the VI values of a train is correlated to the Out-of-Roundness (OOR) of 

the wheels. The SRHM system recorded that VI dropped to very low values after re-

profiling of the wheels. Thereafter, the VI grows gradually and then increases more 

rapidly over longer timescales. This finding fits the Weibull distribution for lifetime 

failure analysis. The data from a year of testing was used as a reference for comparison 

with OOR levels, which is one of the factors measured in determining the maintenance 

quality of the fleet. 

 

The findings show that VI data did help in improving maintenance efficiency. In the 

experiment, historical VI values for the whole fleet were fed back to the maintenance 

planning personnel. Any train with a higher VI was given a higher priority within the 

maintenance process, which includes wheel re-profiling. After three months, the 

overall VI values dropped gradually and continued to drop in the next three months. 

In fact, the maximum VI values dropped from 18.4 to 12.9 during the first three-month 

period and then to 9.9 by the end of the second three-month trial period. Additionally, 

a 3A-Warning system was proposed which related to the degree of vibration. 

 

The results from the SRHM system also showed that 55.2% of the wheel re-profiling 

normally carried out was not necessary, when VI values showed that the related OOR 

values were within the acceptable range. In other words, to skip re-profiling these 

wheels can save a lot of cost and manpower, as well as extending the lifetime of the 

wheels.  
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Utilizing the historical data and statistical algorithms, useful information has been 

extracted and maintenance efficiency increased. The rates of vibration growth 

predicted by the trend of historical VI values, is used to facilitate a decision-making 

support system (DSS) for maintenance scheduling. A balanced regime is proposed for 

wheel re-profiling making use of the Weibull distribution curve, specifically the point 

at which the curve turns from the low growth region to the high growth region, as the 

trigger for re-profiling. Hence, the maximum lifetime with minimum resources 

balance is reached. A Fleet Health Condition Level (FHCL) chart was also derived. 

Monitoring the health and maintenance quality of the fleet in real-time and in-service 

was thereby achieved.  

 

Although the SRHM system would improve the quality of railway maintenance, there 

are some limitations and challenges. Since a train is a very complex machine, 

vibration derives from different sources and this can vary through time. In addition, 

OOR is only one of the factors used to estimate the health condition of a train. For 

accurate estimation, further investigation and more sensors may be added.  

 

Finally, more benefits have been gained by applying FBG sensors in railway 

maintenance. Safety, cost, labor time, and the lifetime of the wheel are improved 

significantly. Thus, this research project has demonstrated that, the power of the FBG 

is expanded if it is applied in collaboration with different sensors and information 

technologies. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) [1] Optical fiber sensor has attracted much attention 

in recent years. It is a sensing element with a grating inscribed in an ordinary optical 

communication fiber. It does not consume electric power, but rather, is a laser and is 

non-metallic. It is thereby free of  Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) [2] and does 

not emit electromagnetic (EM) waves. Although there are different categories of 

optical fiber sensors available nowadays, the FBG has the largest market share due to 

its advantages in sampling speed and spatial resolution. Owing to its novel advantages 

[3], [4] over traditional electronic sensors, FBG has been used on a wide range of 

applications such as health condition monitoring in buildings including the Canton 

Tower [5], Tsing Ma bridge [6], [7] and machines such as [8] aircraft and railway 

trains [9]. However, most of the research has developed independently, and the 

potential for FBG synergy with different sensors as well as information technologies, 

has never been exploited. This study has demonstrated this synergy, through a real-

life application in railway condition monitoring [10], [11] by maximizing the lifetimes 

of the trains and the safety of passengers. 

 

A railway is an essential transportation system in modern cities, and especially for 

inter-city, high-speed trains, an increasing number of monitoring system have been 

developed in many countries. Coverage and market share is increasingly important 

too, as a result of the reliability and safety of railways. Any accident or delay can 

cause economic [12], productivity [13]  and even life losses. Thus, high efficiency 

maintenance works for a railway are necessary to maintain a high quality service. 
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However, the development of condition monitoring in railways has reached a 

bottleneck, with useful information difficult to collect because of the harsh 

environment such as extreme weather, track settlement and vibration in the trains. For 

example, EMI in the railway environment is serious because apparatus and equipment 

such as the overhead pantograph sustains high voltages up to 25kV, the traction 

system sustains a high current [14], and the equipment switching mode power sources 

[15] operate at high frequency. These are electronic noise pollution sources and can 

interfere with traditional electronic type sensors.  

 

Currently, condition monitoring on a railway is commonly implemented with 

electronic type sensors such as accelerometers, to measure gearbox vibration [16], [17] 

for example, and the measurement is usually conducted off-line. The data collected is 

presented independently and statistical comparisons are lacking among the entire set 

of asset tests which are carried out.  

 

In this study, vibration due to the wheel/rail interaction [18], [19] was related to the 

Out-Of-Roundness (OOR) [20]–[22] of train wheels as one component of the health 

condition of a train. The reason for selecting vibration, is because it represents an early 

warning symptom of failure as shown in the potential failure-functional (P-F) curve 

[23]–[25] in Figure 1. The operation of any machine always generates vibration with 

varying amplitude and frequency depending on different health conditions such as 

loosening between mechanical components [26]. Owing to the vibration, more 

symptoms, such as noise, heat and even fire are generated. Thereby, for a proper 

maintenance strategy, actions should be taken, in the order Zone-1 to Zone-4. 

Although ultrasound gives an even earlier sign [27] of failure than vibration, it was 

not selected because its frequency is too high for demodulation in a FBG system [28]. 
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Figure 1. Potential Failure (P-F) curve. Vibration is selected as an early warning 

signal among the symptoms appear at different stages of lifetime and degree of 

failure.    

 

Vibration in trains can be a matter of comfort and the cause of accidents too. Serious 

vibration could cause fatigue [29], cracks in wheels and other parts of the machine 

resulting in accidents. Thus, vibration is not only used for early warning of failure, 

but also for lifetime predictions based on historical vibration data [30]. 

 

With logged in-service with Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) [31], [32] of the 

health condition of all wheels in a fleet, statistical intelligent functions are possible. 

In the model of failure analysis, with a large population, the failure rate will follow 

the “bathtub” curve [33], [12] known as reliability hazard functions [34]. Of course, 

for a complex and repairable system such as a train, the bathtub curve is a bit more 

complex [35], [36]  with local variations. With a long-term historical trend of the 

health conditions monitored and screened of all trains, decision-making support for 

prioritizing the maintenance schedule is facilitated. Consequently, maintenance 
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efficiency is increased, railway safety is improved and the lifetime of the asset is 

lengthened. 

 

1.2 Rationale 

Railway safety and reliability is important not only in Hong Kong but in all countries 

including the United Kingdom. A real railway maintenance case occurred on the south 

coast of England as shown in the news item [37],  “When old trains are better than 

new” – the BBC News website on 18 March, 2002. It portrayed the reliability 

characteristics of the life cycle of a fleet by Mr. James Abbott, the editor of a British 

monthly magazine, Modern Railways (MR). The item reported the dilemma facing 

the modern rail transport industry.  

Online available: http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/1878933.stm 

 

Similar to most metropolises in the word, the railway system in Hong Kong was the 

largest market share within public transportation, with 1.9 billion of total patronage 

per year, 48.1% of the transportation market share. The service quality is up to 99.7% 

and 99.9% relating to on time and delivery respectively [38]. Any delay or accident 

will affect massive numbers of people and economic activities seriously [12]. Thus, a 

highly efficient condition monitoring system is necessary to retain such high quality 

services.   

 

 

 

 

 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/uk_news/1878933.stm
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1.3 Objectives 

Currently, railway condition monitoring has reached a bottleneck because most of the 

existing systems utilize electronic types of sensors with which signal distortion is 

inevitable due to environmental disturbances like EMI. Therefore, for large-scale and 

long distance measurement, signal conditioning such as (1) amplification, (2) filtering 

and (3) signal repeating [39] may be necessary. In addition, all these functions are 

implemented in the form of hardware and have to be duplicated at short distances. 

Thus, the setup is very costly and the data integrity is very limited. Consequently, 

modern information technologies are difficult to apply. 

 

At the same time, railway transportation is increasingly important because of its high 

usage and its market share, causing the safety and reliability to become more critical. 

The objective of this study is to investigate and develop a feasible FBG solution, to 

overcome the environmental disturbances problem so that large-scale measurement is 

possible and information technologies can be applied to enhance railway condition 

monitoring. 

 

FBG is a sensing element locates in a single mode optical fiber. It basically measures 

the two physical phenomena of temperature [40] and strain [41], [42] only. All other 

functions are evolutions depending on the mechanical designs and algorithms. 

Therefore, both data collection and information technology are important for the 

further development of FBG sensing technology. Consequently, the application of 

FBG to railway condition monitoring is a win-win situation. It not only increases 

railway safety and reliability but also extends the limits of FBG sensing technology. 
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1.4 Scope of Works 

To break through the railway condition monitoring bottleneck, FBG is proposed 

alongside modern intelligent technologies to gain the necessary synergy. Indeed, 

different FBG-based sensors including the (1) Track Settlement Level Sensor [43], (2) 

Axle Counting Sensor [44], (3) Weight Balance Sensor  and (4) Vibration Index (VI) 

Sensor [20] for railways have been developed during this research and papers 

published, describing the experiments made, and the algorithms, simulations and 

analyses performed and verified. 

 

To reach the goal of synergy, a Smart Railway Health-Condition Monitoring (SRHM) 

system has been developed to connect the above FBG sensors as a network [45], and 

to the wavelength interrogating equipment, computer, networking and a database in 

the server. A software platform and tools have also been developed to extract useful 

information using modern technologies such as Big Data [46], signal processing [47], 

and Data Mining  [48], to enable the system to be compatible with different sensor 

algorithms. Data manipulation such as backup, long-distance transfer, and remote 

monitoring are also included in the system. With this system, testing and development 

can be carried out continuously while the railway system is in-service.  

 

During the research, the VI sensor was selected for further analysis in the SRHM 

system, as a real-life case study. In a full year of trial testing, data for a fleet of trains 

have been logged and analyzed. The massive quantity of vibration data was then 

correlated to the OOR of train wheels. The historical data was then modelled 

employing the Weibull distribution as a failure analysis method. As a result, a 3A-

Warning system for VI values was derived enabling technical staff to recognize the 
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magnitude of the vibration amplitude for simplicity. A Decision-making support 

System (DSS) [49]–[51] to help prioritize the maintenance schedule was thereby 

proposed. 

 

Using the historical data, similar vibration research by others, were compared with 

the SRHM results. The findings were used to further improve the wheel re-profiling 

[21] by establishing a balanced regime. Consequently, the lifetime of the wheels 

should be maximized while using the minimum of resources. 

 

1.5 Thesis Organization 

This thesis includes 10 chapters. After the Introduction, Objectives and Contributions 

in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 reviews the maintenance strategies used in the railway 

industry and their next generation of intelligent condition monitoring. Chapter 3 

reviews the optical fiber sensing technologies.  

 

Chapter 4 introduces the FBG-based Track Settlement Level Sensor. The principle, 

structure and testing method are elaborated. Results at different temperatures and the 

errors are discussed. New materials such as anti-freeze liquid, together with 80 µm 

optical fiber are proposed. Calculated results and actual sensitivities are also 

compared. 

 

Chapter 5 describes a FBG-based Axle Counting Sensor. This chapter introduces the 

development, experimental arrangements and testing of an Axle counting sensor. It 

also reviews the disadvantages of the traditional Track Circuit and proposes the FBG 
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type sensor as an alternative. The test results at three locations are at 100% accuracy 

with no error found. Algorithms for finding the peaks in the signal are proposed. 

 

Chapter 6 describes a FBG-based Weight Balance (WB) Sensor and train Vibration 

Index (VI) Sensor measurement by FBG. The research is on the calculation of dynamic 

weight and the balance of the wheels on the same axle. The experiment arrangements, 

data acquisition and analysis approaches are also described. An experiment 

showcased wheel re-profiling in a car with high inter-axle vibration signal. The result 

shows the FBG sensor can distinguish the OOR values of different train wheels. 

  

Chapter 7 presents the SRHM System and the VI Sensor. The system includes a 

modular software sub-system and the fusion of all the above sensors. VI is one of the 

sensor types in the system selected for case study. The sensor network arrangement, 

the structure of the system, the principles and advantages are described. Calculation 

of the VI, the VI interpretation and the related historical data are discussed. In addition, 

the 3A-Warning system, Accept, Alert and Alarm are derived. The methods of 

information extraction are introduced as a type of Data Mining technology.  

 

Chapter 8 includes analyses using information and data extracted from the SRHM 

system. The historical VI values are modelled by employing Weibull reliability 

analysis, and facilitating a DSS in prioritizing the maintenance schedule. Referring to 

similar research, a balanced regime of wheel re-profiling is proposed for maximizing 

the lifetime of wheels with minimized efforts.  
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Chapter 9 discusses Future Developments. It proposes a few desirable improvements 

to the SRHM system. Additional sensors, more information and deeper intelligence 

levels are the directions for further and sustainable development.  

 

Chapter 10, Conclusions, summarizes the development of the above FBG sensors 

and the SRHM system. 

 

1.6 Publications Contributed 

During the study period, the author published 6 papers; 2 conference papers and 4 

journal papers.  

 

1.6.1 Conference Papers 

(1) C. C. Lai, H. Y. Au, K. M. Chung, W. H. Chung, S.Y. Liu,  H. Y. Tam, Y. Q. Ni, 

“Optical sensor networks for structural health monitoring of Canton tower,” 

APVC2011 The 14th Asia Pacific Vibration Conference, 2011.  

 

(2) H. Y. Tam, H. Y. Au, K. M. Chung, W. Y. Liao, W. H. Chung, S. Y. Liu, C. C. 

Lai, Y. Q. Ni, “Distribution optical sensor system on the 610-m Guangzhou New 

TV Tower,” Optical Fiber Communication Conference and Exposition 

(OFC/NFOEC), 2011 and the National Fiber Optic Engineers Conference, 2011, 

Pages: 1 – 3.  
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1.6.2 Journal Papers 

(1) C. L. Wei, C. C. Lai, S. Y. Liu, W. H. Chung, T. K. Ho, S. L. Ho, A. McCusker, 

J. Kam, K. Y. Lee, “A fiber Bragg grating sensor system for train axle counting,” 

IEEE Sensors J., vol. 10, no. 12, pp. 1905–1912, Dec. 2010.  

 

(2) C. C. Lai, C. P. Kam, C. C. Leung, K. Y. Lee, Y. M. Tam, S. L. Ho, H. Y. Tam, 

S. Y. Liu “Development of a Fiber-Optic Sensing System for Train Vibration and 

Train Weight Measurements in Hong Kong,” Hindawi Publishing Corporation, 

Journal of Sensors, Volume 2012. 

 

(3) K. L. Yu, C. C. Lai, C. Q. Wu, Y. Zhao, C. Lu, H. Y. Tam, “A High-Frequency 

Accelerometer Based on Distributed Bragg Reflector Fiber Laser,” IEEE Photonics 

Technology Letters, 2014, Volume: 26, Issue: 14, Pages: 1418 – 1421.  

 

(4) C. C. Lai, H. Y. Au, S. Y. Liu, S. L. Ho, H. Y. Tam “Development of Level Sensors 

Based on Fiber Bragg Grating for Railway Track Differential Settlement 

Measurement,” IEEE Sensors Journal, VOL. 16, NO. 16, August 15, 2016.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the background information and technologies involved. They 

include the three major areas include (1) practices in the railway industry [1], (2) 

information technology [13] and (3) maintenance strategies [12]. The factors of  

vibration, the next generation of railway condition monitoring, Big Data and 

Decision-making support are also discussed. The background to optical fiber sensing 

is described in Chapter 3 separately.  

 

2.2 Train Wheel Out-Of-Roundness 

Train vibration is the key phenomenon studied in this research and relates to the Out-

Of-Roundness (OOR) of a wheel. OOR is usually in the form of a spot, flat or polygon 

along the wheel tyre [52]. Measuring methods involve dial-gauges and lasers [53]. 

The FBG method used in this research is included in the issued paper [20] in Chapter 

4. OOR was developed during the normal operation of a train in-service running on 

the track. The initiation of OOR could have multiple reasons such as friction between 

wheel and track, vibration at wheel/rail interactions [52], and the start and stop 

motions on journeys. OOR causes vibration and vibration causes OOR [54] in a 

vicious circle relationship. Thus, once OOR is initiated, it develops with increasing 

speed.  

 

The concept of OOR and the measurement method are illustrated in Figure 2 for easy 

understanding. Figure 2 (a), a sketch [55] of OOR, shows the changes of the outline 

of a wheel before and after wheel re-profiling and the targeted re-profiling depth. 
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Figure 2 (b) is the arrangement [55] for OOR measurement with three Linear Variable 

Differential Transformer (LVDT) [56] probes contacting the wheel tyre horizontally. 

Each probe measures along a line of the tyre as the wheel turns slowly. The readings 

are recorded by computer nearby. Figure 2 (c) is a photograph [52] of an OOR on a 

wheel tyre on 16 mm depth. Several imperfections clearly appear on the upper side as 

can be seen. 

 

Figure 2. (a) Sketch OOR shows the change of wheel shape before and after wheel 

re-profiling. (b) Setup of OOR measurement. (c) Photo of OOR on wheel tyre. 

wheel 

(c).  

Test probes 

Last time profiled: 

With serious OOR: 

Will be profiled: 

(a).                                                                   

 (b).  

Imperfections 

Wheel axis 
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Other than vibration, OOR creates acoustic noise, aggravated degradation and 

discomfort of the passengers, and eventually, a safety risk when vibration becomes 

serious. Hence, investigations based on measurement and subsequent solutions to 

reduce OOR, are important, as mentioned in previous publications [52], [53]. 

According to [53], measurement could be performed in the depot during routine 

preventive maintenance procedures, or when the train is running on the track during 

operation. The former method is basically handled manually with dial-gauges, while 

the latter is automatic with measurements taken every time the train passes through a 

testing point. Thus, OOR information is updated daily. For this reason, different 

automatic methods have been developed for measuring OOR [53]. 

 

Currently, the solution adopted to reduce OOR is wheel re-profiling [52]. This aims 

to remove the surface layer imperfections on the wheel tyre using a lathe in the depot. 

The surface is then very smooth. Unfortunately, once running on the track, OOR is 

initiated straight away, and the vicious circle restarts. Besides, the stiffness of the tyre 

material is a variable factor affecting the development of OOR, as revealed in the 

literature [54], but this variable is outside the scope of this study. The repeated cycle 

of OOR development and wheel re-profiling reduces wheel life. This is a common 

problem that railway enterprises always face.  

 

In the Netherlands, the Dutch Railways and Lloyd’s Register Rail Europe have the 

same difficulty. A solution on wheel re-profiling to lengthen lifetimes has been 

investigated [54]. In the paper, two regimes were compared, (a) profiling the wheels 

when OOR becomes serious enough, regardless of mileage; (b) profiling at regular 

short mileage intervals (70,000 km) where the OOR is still less serious. After years of 
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tests, their findings show that regime (a) results in significantly shortened lifetimes. 

Regime (b) lengthened lifetimes by 48%, with a 45% decrease in reactive maintenance.  

 

Regime (b) is known as “Scraping”, meaning to profile the wheel in a very thin layer 

of approximately 1 mm. However, the thickness of material removed from the wheel 

tyre each time is 6-7 mm in regime (a). Actually, the development rate of OOR in the 

early stages is close to linear, but the rate increases quickly in later stages. In other 

words, OOR develops non-linearly over time, and at an increasing rate. This explains 

why lifetimes shorten when wheel re-profiling only taken place when OOR has 

become serious.   

 

2.3 The Maintenance Strategy in Railway Industry 

The purpose of maintenance is to ensure the machine runs in the normal condition. 

Maintenance can be broadly classified into the two strategies of  Predictive/Preventive 

Maintenance (PM) and Reactive/Corrective Maintenance (CM) [27], [57], [58] as 

shown in Figure 3. PM is conducted according to either a Time-Based Maintenance 

(TBM) schedule or following information from a Condition-Based Maintenance 

(CBM) system before the onset of failure. CM is also known as Reactive Maintenance 

(RM). It is called Run-to-Failure.  

 

In CM, repair or replacement occurs on breakdowns. Because of the breakdown 

condition, CM action is usually taken very urgently. This is why related cost in CM 

is usually higher than for PM. Moreover, maintenance costs are mainly of three types, 

(1) due to damage and hazard directly caused, (2) repairing and replacing costs, (3) 

loss of production cost.  
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PM is designed to reduce these costs. The sub-category, TBM is performed at fixed 

intervals or is otherwise scheduled. CBM is executed according to inspection results. 

Performing maintenance work on a fixed time interval by CBM is difficult, as CM 

takes the higher priority, and any planned schedule is easily overtaken by the 

unplanned CM tasks. A CBM system, however, does allow flexibility in scheduling 

suitable times, due to the early warning of failure, enabling maintenance work to be 

finished at a convenient time. This reduces costs and smooths the demand for labor.  

 

The Proactive Maintenance of Figure 3, is prepared for during the design stage. For 

example, embedding sensors during fabrication for symptom detection. Although this 

is not a formal type of maintenance strategy, such Proactive Maintenance is very 

useful in terms of early warning. 

 

 
Figure 3. Types of maintenance strategies. Condition Monitoring Maintenance 

is a kind of predictive method and is recommended more by industry. 
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Currently, TBM is the commonly adopted maintenance strategy in the railway 

industry [8]. This strategy allocates resources evenly to all assets whether they need 

maintenance or not. Trains with more problems, therefore, may not be discovered and 

repaired in time. In other words, some of the maintenance cost is “wasted”. To 

understand more about maintenance, a comparison between the strategies [59] is 

given in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Comparison of maintenance strategies. Most commonly used in the 

railway industry is Preventive Maintenance. 
 

Strategies  Method  Advantage  Drawback  

1  Reactive/Corrective 

maintenance (Run-

to-Failure ) 

Fix it after breakdown  

(corrective)  

Less initial cost  Service stopped, 

serious accident 

occurred  

2  Scheduled  

Time-Based 

Maintenance  

Regularly inspection. 

Repair if about to fail. 

(correct & preventive)  

Balance of cost and failure  Fair initial cost 

and large labor  

3  Scheduled 

Predictive/ 

Preventive 

Maintenance 

Perform Lubrication, 

Repair, overhaul or 

Replace regularly  

(preventive)  

Balance of cost and failure, 

less failure rate  

High initial cost 

and large labor  

4  Proactive 

Maintenance 

Design Change  

Re-design it so as to 

have a longer lifetime 

(preventive)  

Less cost and less failure 

rate, early warning  

Expensive and 

long time  

5  Condition 

Monitoring based 

Maintenance 

 

Use sensors, equipment 

and processing 

algorithm  

(preventive)  

Just-in-time, prevent 

accident, less downtime, 

maintenance on demand, 

high effective  

Fair initial cost 

and less labor 

2.3.1 Machinery Condition Monitoring 

The machinery condition monitoring procedure [60] measures the physical condition 

of a machine, such as in the aerospace [61] and railway industries and then provides 

appropriate maintenance advice. It is an independent industry with international 

standards, including ISO13373 [62] and ISO13381 [63]. ISO 13381-1:2015 provides 
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guidance for the development and application of prognosis processes. ISO 13373-1 

provides General Guidelines for data processing, communication and presentation. A 

plumbing system case [64] which followed the failure prognostics procedure in 

ISO13381 is an example. The standards also apply to the railway industry as guidance.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

 

 

Figure 4. Failure Forecast chart demonstrated that a good maintenance 

strategy can significantly lower down the failure rate.  

 

According to the previous study, by applying an appropriate maintenance strategy in 

the earlier lifetime stages, the failure rate can be lowered as shown in Figure 4 Failure 

Forecast chart [65]. Initially, the failure rate increases sharply, Section 1 of the curve, 

because of natural aging with no maintenance strategy applied. In Section 2, the 

failure rate slows down slightly on applying the Corrective Maintenance strategy. In 

Section 3, the curve slows down significantly on applying a Preventive Maintenance 

strategy such as Condition Monitoring Maintenance [66]. Consequently, by running 

the correct maintenance strategy, the lifetime of the production item can be maximized.  
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2.3.2 Condition Monitoring Market in Machinery and Railway 

The market for Machine Condition Monitoring (MCM) is a fast growing industry 

especially in the global equipment market. Market size will expand from USD 1.5 B 

in 2015 to 2.45 B in 2020 as revealed in [67]. Thus, an increasing number of 

international enterprises will participate in the industry. Most of the main players in 

the MCM equipment market are famous world equipment suppliers such as B&K 

Sound & Vibration SKF (Sweden), and FLIR(U.S.) [67]. Some of them already have 

total solutions in specific markets. For example, SKF is an expert in railway condition 

monitoring [68]. Some are targeting the railway sector [69]–[71].  

 

Railway Condition Monitoring (RCM) Market Sector 

Governments, such as the European Union (UN) invest in the railway condition 

monitoring market. The project sum is usually huge such as the “Wireless Railway 

Condition Monitoring project in European Union” of up to €100s of millions, and “I-

RAIL” in Europe up to €1,474,500 budget [71]. In addition, China is the largest 

participant [72] [73] so far. Three typical commercially available examples [69], [70], 

[71] are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. List of commercially available railway condition monitoring system 

 

 

 

Function 
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2.4 Factors of Vibrations in a Railway 

Vibration is one of the focuses of this study. One of the main sources of vibration is 

the OOR [52] of wheels. Vibration is influenced by different components including 

the suspension system, the wheels and tracks etc. [74] as shown in Table 3. Vibration 

is not only a problem affecting the safety as it is also a kind of pollution. Noise and 

vibration pollution in urban areas are restricted by laws in some countries [75], [76]. 

Table 3. Factors of vibration induced by trains. 

Factors Influence 

Vehicle suspension Higher vibration for high stiffness in the vertical direction. 

 

Wheels condition Wheel roughness and flat spots are the major cause of 

vibration. 

Track surface Rough track is the cause of vibration.  

 

Track support 

system 

Track support system is the major components of ground-

borne vibration. The vibration levels are higher for tracks on 

rigid concrete floor.  

Speed Higher speeds result in higher vibration levels (as intuitively 

expected) 

Track structure The heavier the track structure, the lower the vibration levels. 

 

Depth of vibration 

source 

Vibration characteristic is significantly different between 

underground and at the ground surface. 

 

The Frequency of occurrence and amplitude are two of the criteria used to evaluate 

the significance of vibration. For vibration amplitude, the causes derive from different 

factors and the most significant amplitude ones are summarized in Table 3. For the 

frequency of occurrence, no conclusive explanation has been found. The reason may 
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be that most railway systems include all the relevant factors and their responses are 

dependent on different conditions as indicated in the literature [77].  

 

2.5 Next Generation of Railway Condition Monitoring Systems  

Keeping information up-to-date, is to know more about new developments and even 

points towards the future research needed on the next generation of railway condition 

monitoring. According to one study [78], future research will be mainly based on 

intelligent and large-scale systems. The most common functions and features will 

include fully automated, intelligent, wireless, multi-technologies, network based, 

track records of historical data, as well as cross systems. The systems will be 

employed on high-speed railways, driverless trains and cross-country railways. The 

new technologies involved in the next generation of railway condition monitoring 

systems [73], [79] include:  

1. Wireless sensor networks [80], [81], 

2. Artificial intelligence [82],  

3. Internet/data sharing/Big Data/information system [83], [84], 

4. Ontology-driven data integration [85], [86], 

5. Event driven monitoring [87]. 

 

2.6 Big Data 

Big Data [88] in information science is essential for use in intelligent applications. In 

this study, Big Data was employed in a real case study [89]. The definition of Big 

Data usually relates to either the 3Vs or 5Vs versions. Some information scientists 

defined Big Data in information systems as possessing the three characteristics: 
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Volume, Velocity and Variety known as 3Vs at the early development stage of Big 

Data. Some experts later added: Veracity and Value whence it becomes 5Vs [50], [90]. 

Their detailed descriptions and the links to the information in our SRHM are listed as 

follows: 

 

(1) Volume: This is the quantity of data. The data volume should be huge enough 

to enable a change of phenomenon to be observed and monitored. In this study, 

the data amount is vast because the sensors log to Network-Attached Storage 

(NAS) with a sampling rate of 2000 Hz continuously for 24 hours a day and 7 

days a week. The data volume is at the level of Giga bytes/day, huge enough 

for the application of Big Data technology. 

(2) Variety: This relates to the types of data sources. The sources of data in this 

study include FBG, RFID, accurate time stamp and information about the train 

such as speed, number of cars and train direction etc. Four pairs of FBG 

sensors are for cross-checking the left and right hand rails. A RFID reader 

verifies the identities of trains and cars. This study attempted to utilize all these 

data sources in extracting the most useful information using Data Mining and 

Big Data technologies. Therefore, the variety of data sources at this moment 

is enough for this application.  

(3) Velocity: This is the speed of data collection. The sampling rate during data 

acquisition should be high enough to capture any change of phenomenon. In 

this study, the sampling rate of FBG sensors was 2000 Hz, as above. The RFID 

data was collected in real-time and the processing was also in real-time. This 

is fast enough to facilitate the Big Data application. In addition, the total 
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volume of data is increasing, as historical data and results were also used in 

the algorithms in this study. In addition, the number of sensor is also increasing. 

(4) Veracity: This represents the integrity, or quality, of data. The integrity of 

data is measured in terms of useful data and unwanted noise. That is, how 

accurate are the transducers employed in sensing the signal of the phenomenon. 

This involves different types of variation such as the locations where 

transducers are installed, interference by environmental disturbances and the 

sensitivities of the transducers etc. In this study, the manual entry of data was 

seldom used. Most data derived from sensors and were collected automatically. 

Consequently, the error rate should be very low.  

(5) Value: This is the usefulness of the information extracted as it benefits society. 

The useful information extracted in this study included the Vibration Index 

(VI), Weight Balance (WB), track settlement level and axle counting. By 

applying historical VI values, the benefit is to facilitate management decision-

making support [91]. Therefore, the SHRM system of this study fits the “value” 

requirement in Big Data. 

 

With a specific algorithm, Big Data can be used to infer valuable output for the benefit 

of society. When high quality Big Data is available, a smart algorithm becomes more 

important in achieving high quality processing. Thus, in an artificial intelligence age, 

the human role in designing algorithms becomes more important. So, the purpose of 

designing the SHRM system is to benefit humans in a more intelligent way.  
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2.7 Decision-Making Support System 

Decision-making [92], [93] is to strike a balance between the pros and cons among a 

list of factors to be considered in making a final decision. A Decision-Tree [94] is an 

example. The factors consist of items of meaningful information. Based on this theory, 

a Decision-making Support System (DSS) [8], [51] was developed as an information 

technology tool, as a series of standardized procedures to be followed. The output 

provides useful information for decision makers. Furthermore, a larger scale version, 

a Group Decision Support System (GDSS) is already used by a group of organizations. 

The accuracy of the final decision relies on information integrity and timing. Cases of 

DSS in railway [95] and other transportation systems [96] are available such as the 

Model of the Environment and Temperature of the Roads (METRo), which is used in 

Canada for forecasting the availability of a section of road in relation to the materials, 

machines and labor needed to complete road maintenance works [97], [98]. On the 

other hand, a DSS might not recommend a final decision but provide information 

useful to a strategy framework only [99]. Some researchers have inferred DSS benefits 

as follows [51], [92]: 

(1) Time saving, 

(2) Enhance effectiveness, 

(3) Improve interpersonal communication, 

(4) Cost reduction, 

(5) Increase decision maker satisfaction, 

(6) Increase organization control. 
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2.8 Chapter Summary 

One of the causes of vibration is the OOR of a train wheel. Thus, vibration can be 

used to measure OOR, which begins to occur as soon as its use on the track re-

commences. OOR development occurs linearly with time at first, then grows at an 

increasing rate. Thus, to maintain OOR at less than serious level, is one way of 

maximizing wheel lifetimes. Condition monitoring is a more recommended PM 

strategy than CM strategy because it provides an early warning and is highly efficient. 

PM is also more flexible for maintenance scheduling processes as the information is 

available in the computer at any time. Condition monitoring is very much practiced, 

and guided, through international standards, and is growing at a fast pace. Some 

condition monitoring practitioners are international companies and even governments. 

The factors causing vibration are various. The more significant are listed, but their 

frequency of occurrence is undefined as they differ for different cases. The next 

generation of railway condition monitoring will be based on large-scale data sets, 

multiple technologies and artificial intelligence technologies. The Big Data 3V and 

5V systems are defined and mapped to the real-case data of this research. Finally, 

DSSs and their applications in railway and other transportation systems are introduced.  
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Chapter 3 Optical Fiber Sensors 

3.1 Introduction 

The optical fiber sensor, measuring physical phenomena such as strain and 

temperature, is the core technology used in this study. The Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG), 

among various types of optical sensor, was adopted in this study due to its high spatial 

resolution and sampling rate. This chapter explains optical fiber sensors in detail. 

 

3.2 Fiber Bragg Grating 

FBG technology, invented by Kenneth Hill in 1978 [1], [41], creates a grating in a 

section of fiber. The typical sensing element length is approximately 10 mm. Since 

no additional materials are fixed to the fiber during the grating inscribing process, the 

fiber remains the same size and the grating cannot be identified by the naked eye. The 

working principle, strengths and drawbacks, and fabrication details [100] of FBG are 

explained below. 

 

3.2.1 Working Principle of Fiber Bragg Grating 

Figure 5 illustrates the working principle of the FBG. All sensors [5], [20], [43], [44], 

[101], [102] introduced in this study are based on FBG sensing technology. The 

structure of a FBG is a periodic modification of the refractive index in the core of a 

single-mode optical fiber. It is usually fabricated by the phase mask technique where 

a short section of optical fiber is illuminated by a 248nm Ultra-Violet (UV) laser 

source under a phase mask [103]. FBG reflects optical signals with a wavelength of 

B = 2nΛ (green in Figure 5), which is the well-known Bragg condition [1], where B 

is the Bragg wavelength, n is the refractive index of the core material, and Λ is the 
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pitch of the grating. The unit of a FBG readout is in nm which is also the unit of 

wavelength. The maximum strain tolerated is up to 10000 μ strain. The maximum 

operating temperature is up to hundreds of degree Celsius. The FBG Bragg 

wavelength changes width thermal and mechanical (strain) perturbations altering the 

refractive index and the pitch of the FBG. As such, if the user only requires strain 

changes in the application, thermal compensation is necessary to cancel the 

temperature effect. For measuring temperature, however, strain must be kept steady. 

In general, the sensitivities of the above two critical factors must be made clear in all 

FBG applications. The strain sensitivity of a FBG is approximately 1.2 pm/µε while 

the thermal sensitivity is around 10 pm/K [6], [104]. 

 

Figure 5. The structure of a FBG. Grating experiences periodic change in 

refractive index in the core. Light with wavelength (green) the same as the pitch 

of the grating will be reflected back to the source, while others pass through. 

 

3.2.2 Fabrication of Fiber Bragg Grating 

Before inscribing a FBG in a fiber, preparation work is required to increase the 

photosensitivity of silica in the fiber, permitting grating inscription of higher 

reflectivity. The preparation starts by loading the fiber in a chamber filled with 

Hydrogen (H2) under 100 atmospheres of pressure for two weeks at room temperature. 

Afterwards, the fiber is kept at low temperature to retain the Hydrogen for later use. 
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The fabrication of a FBG is to create a grating in the core of an optical fiber. The 

process is to shine an UV [100] laser beam on a fiber, when a fringes pattern will be 

created due to the configuration of Convex Lens, Concave Lens, Phase Mask and UV 

beam. The energy of the UV beam requires adjustment to be high enough to create a 

permanent fringe pattern on the material of both the core and cladding of the fiber. 

This pattern is the so-called ‘grating’. The depth of the pattern can be adjusted by 

tuning the power of the UV laser beam. The wavelength of the grating can be adjusted 

by employing Phase Masks [1] different pitches.  

 

The apparatus is commercially available nowadays. The fiber used is a standard 

telecommunications single-mode fiber (Corning-SMF28) [105]. The wavelength 

demodulation device (interrogator), FBG sensor, and programming and processing 

software are available from international suppliers [106], [107].  

 

3.2.3 FBG in Single Mode and Multimode Fiber 

Even though existing studies were mainly focused on FBG in single-mode fiber 

(SMF),  FBG can also be inscribed in multimode fiber (MMF) that possesses some 

advantages [108], [109]. However, the FBG in MMF is less popular because it gives 

multiple peaks in the reflection spectrum as a result of the multiple propagation modes 

of MMF, this makes demodulation and processing of the reflected signal more 

difficult and complicated [110]. In addition, the effective bandwidth of FBG in MMF 

is wider than those with SMF. Thus, fewer gratings can be multiplexed in a fiber with 

a same measurement wavelength range. 
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In recent years, more studies on FBG in MMF have been conducted. Better 

measurement results have been demonstrated by using the FBG written in graded-

index MMF [111], than those in step-index [108]. The availability of low cost and 

high power light sources and photonics components nowadays also permits both 

sensing and power transfer functions to be incorporated in large core MMF that has 

an embedded FBG [109]. 

 

3.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of FBG 

The FBG was adopted for this study due to its major advantage of being free from 

EMI and emission interference effects. Table 4 and Table 5 illustrate the advantages 

and disadvantages of the FBG [1], [4], [40], [105] in comparison with electronic 

transducers.  
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Table 4. Advantages of FBG in comparison with electronic transducers 

 Factor: Description: 

1 Multiplexing FBGs with different wavelengths can be connected 

serially in the same fiber 

2 High corrosion 

resistant 

The material of optical fiber is affected by corrosive 

chemical materials such as acids  

3 Long transmission 

distance 

Distance from FBG to the demodulation device could be 

as long as several kilometers without the need of signal 

conditioning devices such as filter/amplifiers. 

4 EMI/RFI immunity Good EMI/ Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) 

immunity. Since no electric conductor in the fiber or no 

electric current flows through 

5 Electric isolation The fiber material is electrically isolated as the material 

is an electrical insulator and no current flows through 

the fiber 

6 High temperature and 

pressure resistant 

FBG is sensitive to temperature buy the melting point of 

the fiber material is very high. The fiber is insensitive to 

pressure. 

7 Long-term stability The durability of the fiber material is over 20 years 

8 Size The diameter of a fiber is extremely small (125µm) 

Table 5. Disadvantages of FBG compare to electronic transducers 

 Factor: Description: 

1 Brittle Easy to break the bare fiber 

2 Difficult to re-connect  Special equipment such as cleaver and splicer 

3 Equipment is still 

expensive 

Wavelength interrogation equipment is much 

more expensive than for electric sensors 

4 Sampling rate is relatively 

low 

Sampling rate of data acquisition/demodulation 

equipment is relatively low, in kHz, while for 

electronic types is in the order of 100 MHz 

5 Relatively expensive when 

number of sensor is less 

Cost effectiveness is low when the number of 

FBG is small because the equipment dominates 

the total cost 
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3.4 Optical Source and Optical Detection System for FBG Sensing 

The FBG interrogator used in this study is purchased from Micron Optics [28]. A 

simplified schematic diagram of the optical source and wavelength detection system 

of this interrogator for FBG sensing is shown in Figure 6. The upper left corner of 

Figure 6 presents the wavelength scanning laser source which also called swept laser 

source [112]. The output of this optical source is split by a coupler and then fed into 

four measurement channels via circulators. The light reflected from the FBGs is 

passed to a photodetector via the circulator for converting into electronic signal. The 

timing information from wavelength scanning, and the reflected signal are 

synchronized by the timing circuitry so as to re-construct the wavelength of the 

reflected FBG.  

 

The wavelength scanning laser source is tunable within an 80 nm range from 1510 nm 

to 1590 nm as shown in Figure 6 (a). The output wavelength is controlled by a voltage 

signal applied to the internal filter inside the laser cavity. The wavelength is scanned 

by using a voltage source generating a triangle wave. However, the drawback is that 

the wavelength positions in the rising and falling edge of the triangle wave are 

mirrored. As a result, corresponding arrangement is needed for re-constructing the 

correct order of wavelength. 

 

The output power of this laser source is relatively constant over the entire wavelength 

scanning range as shown in Figure 6 (b). The benefit of using wavelength scanning 

laser is that it emits much higher power than in a broadband source. Thus, the power 

is high enough and can be split into four channels for wavelength division 

multiplexing (WDM) of more FBGs [112] in a single system. 
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The spectral response of the signal reflected by the connected FBGs is captured by 

the photodetector once every cycle, any peaks in this signal represents one FBG is 

being connected, the wavelength of the FBG can be computed by using both the 

timing information of the applied triangular wave and the voltage–wavelength 

response of the scanning laser. The reflected wavelengths from FBGs in a channel is 

shown in Figure 6 (c). Only the wavelengths identical with the Bragg wavelengths of 

the FBGs are reflected while the rest are being transmitted to the fiber end.  
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Figure 6. The light source and optical detection system for FBG sensing. (a) the 

output wavelength of a wavelength scanning laser source with a triangle wave 

controlled voltage input. (b) the output power of the scanning laser source. (c) 

the spectral response of the reflected signal from all the FBGs connecting one 

measurement channel. 
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3.5 Distributed Sensing Technique 

Other than the FBG, the distributed sensing technique [113], [114] is also popular in 

structural health monitoring industry, it is particular useful for measurements of mega 

scale objects and with slow response time situations, such as measuring of 

deformations and temperatures of dams, bridges and high-rise buildings. In distributed 

sensing, the sensor consists of the whole fiber, and therefore, unlike the FBG, this 

technique does not require any preprocessing of the fiber itself, such as an Ultraviolet 

(UV) light inscription to turn the fiber into a sensor. The sensing ability is distributed 

and continuous along the entire fiber length. The measurement length of a fiber can 

be up to as much as 100 kilometers. The spatial resolution depends on the pulse width 

of the laser source injected into the fiber. The shorter pulse width injected, the finer 

resolution can be achieved. Since the power scattered back to the input end for 

measurement is usually extremely low even with very high amplitude laser pulse is 

injected, multiple times of measurement are carried out to improve the measurement 

accuracy. 
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Figure 7. The spectrum of backscattering in an optical fiber due to injecting a 

short laser pulse. Three scattering phenomena namely Rayleigh, Brillouin and 

Raman are produced because of the temperature, strain and impurity of the 

material in the fiber. For Stokes components, the wavelength shift is shorter than 

the injected pulse, while for anti-Stokes components, the wavelength shift is 

longer than the injected wave.   

 

For distributed fiber sensing or measurement, a very short laser pulse is injected at 

one end of the fiber, and the returned light which is the “echo” along the entire length 

is received and analyzed. The operation is similar to that of the Optical Time-Domain 

Reflectometer (OTDR), which is used for testing the continuity of optical fiber in the 

communications industry. The major difference is that the OTDR only focuses on 

amplitude versus time but is not sensitive to wavelength. The working principles of 

the distributed sensing technique are based on related scattering. The following 

section explains the principles and their advantages and limitations. 

 

Rayleigh sensing   

The strongest amplitude is Rayleigh scattering, as shown in the middle of Figure 7. 

Rayleigh scattering occurs due to the variation of material densities and the impure 

composition of materials in the fiber. The wavelength in Rayleigh scattering is 
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identical to that of the injected laser pulse, but it has Rayleigh wings including lower 

and higher wavelengths shifting with much lower amplitudes. Having the highest 

amplitude of scattering, the Rayleigh component determines the main slope of the 

decaying intensity curve in the received “echo”. Therefore, Rayleigh is often used to 

locate discontinuities and inhomogeneous properties along the fiber in OTDR testing. 

The variation of strain or temperature causes spectral shifts in the local Rayleigh 

backscatter pattern can be measured by swept wavelength interferometry (SWI) [115], 

which detects the local wavelength deviation in frequency/wavelength domain by 

dividing the fiber length into small windows. These spectral shifts can be calibrated 

to indicate the temperature or strain distributed along the fiber. 

 

Brillouin sensing   

Based on Brillouin scattering, two types of sensing method have been developed. 

They are spontaneous Brillouin Optical Time Domain Reflectometry (BOTDR) and 

stimulated Brillouin Optical Time Domain Analysis (BOTDA) [116]. 

 

In BOTDR, a short laser pulse is first injected into the fiber. Then the returned Doppler 

shift of the diffracted light, which is caused by acoustic waves generated by atom 

vibrations in the material of the fiber is measured. These atomic vibrations are 

influenced by material density and are related to strain and temperature. The bulk 

vibrations travel at about 6 km/sec. The travelling wave changes the local glass 

densities and indexes of refraction when moving in the fiber, which acts like a moving 

Bragg grating [117]. The method of extracting the wavelength shift is to suppress the 

unwanted peaks, such as Rayleigh and Raman by a filter, then to locate the Brillouin 

peaks. Since the demodulation method is inherited from traditional OTDR, the result 
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has similar characteristics such as low spatial resolution and long interrogation 

distance. 

 

In BOTDA, the working principle is to inject a short laser pulse (known as a pump 

wave) and a continuous wave (known as a probe wave) from the opposite direction 

into the fiber, and then to measure their frequency difference (known as the beat 

frequency). In the fiber, once the beat frequency has the same wavelength as the 

Brillouin frequency shift in the optical fiber, a strong interaction between the two 

beams occurs, enhancing the occurrence of acoustic waves (phonons) generation. This 

phenomenon of strong interaction is also known as stimulated Brillouin scattering.    

 

Raman sensing   

When a light source is injected into a fiber, most of the photons become scattered by 

Rayleigh backscattering. The small ratio of photons that interchange their energy with 

the material of the fiber will then generate new photons in this interaction. The 

wavelengths of the newly generated photons will be determined by the absorption and 

desorption of the quantum energy in the atomic bonds of the silica material in the fiber. 

Consequently, some newly generated photons exhibit higher wavelengths (Stokes 

Components) while the others exhibit lower wavelengths (Anti-Stokes Components). 

This wavelength shifted component is known as Raman Scattering.  

 

When a section of the material is heated up, the heat in the material, the anti-Stokes 

component has a higher amplitude than the Stokes component. The ratio between the 

amplitudes of the peaks (anti-Stokes and Stokes component) provides an indication 

of the material temperature according to the arrival time of the reflected signal. 
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Therefore, Raman scattering is not affected by material strain. This working principle 

is adopted in commercially available instruments for temperature measurement along 

optical fiber.  

 

A common application of Raman sensing is for water leakage detection in the dams 

of lakes or long water pipes, using the rationale that water carries away heat when 

leakage occurs. The spatial resolution depends on the width of the laser pulse injected 

in the fiber. By measuring the time locations of the two Raman scattering peaks, the 

physical location of the material where temperature changes exist can be determined. 

Since the spatial resolution is greater than 1m, the measuring range is up to 50 km in 

length and the temperature resolution is up to 0.1°C. 
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Table 6. Comparison of various optical fiber sensing techniques 

 FBG BOTDR BOTDA Rayleigh Raman 

Spatial 

Resolution 

Depends on 

grating length 

2 to 10 mm 

Depends on 

pulse width 

10 cm 

Depends on 

pulse width 

10 cm 

Depends on 

pulse width 

1-2 cm [118] 

Depends on 

pulse width 

1 m 

Length Range 50 km 100 km 100 km 100 km [119] 50 km 

Acquisition 

Time 

5 kHz 20 minute 5 minute 10 Second 10 Second 

Strain 

Accuracy 

±1 µε ±30 µε ±10 µε ±1 µε N.A. 

Temperature 

Accuracy 

±0.1°C  ±0.2°C 

[120] 

±1-2°C ±0.1°C ±0.1°C 

System 

Complexity 

Less complex 

Wavelength 

scan for 

multiplexing 

Complex 

Pulsed 

laser 

sources 

More complex 

Pulsed and CW 

laser sources 

 

Complex 

Pulsed laser 

source 

Less Complex 

Pulsed laser 

source 

Meaningful 

phenomenon 

Wavelength Doppler 

shift 

wavelength 

Beat 

Wavelength 

Rayleigh 

spectral shifts 

Ratio of Anti-

Stokes and 

Stokes 

Temperature 

and strain 

dependent 

Yes No Yes Yes No 

Supplier MicronOptics, 

Fibersensing, 

Insensys 

Yokogawa,

NTT, 

Sensornet 

OZ Optics, 

Omnisens, 

Neubrex 

LUNA Omnisens 

 

 

Table 6 [113], [114] compares the various optical fiber sensing techniques. Two major 

types of sensing technique, namely single point and distributed sensing, are compared. 
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The FBG measures both strain and temperature simultaneously, while Raman can 

measure temperature only and is not distorted by strain. The single point sensing 

technique has a higher spatial resolution and sampling rate than distributed sensing. 

Since the sensing element in distributed sensing is the entire fiber, this technique is 

often applied in measurement relating to large-size objects, where the update rate is 

comparatively slow due to the long acquisition time. In other words, applications that 

require faster sampling rates such as vibrations in railway engineering should employ 

FBG. This is also the reason for choosing FBG as a sensing element in this study. 
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3.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter is an overview of optical fiber sensing technology. It presents the 

working principles, properties and applications of FBG and distributed sensors such 

as Rayleigh, Brillouin and Raman. A comparison between FBG and distributed 

sensors, justifies the use of FBG in this research. This chapter also introduces 

fabrication procedures, preparation work and equipment. Graphs and descriptions are 

provided to explain the optical source and demodulation method for FBG. The 

advantages and disadvantages of FBG are compared in tabular form. A drawback of 

FBG is its simultaneous sensitivity to both mechanical strain and temperature. Thus, 

thermal compensation is required when measuring strain only. Finally, this chapter 

highlights the characteristics of FBG such as the fact that its maximum strain can be 

up to 10000 µ strain, its operational temperature can be up to hundreds of degrees 

Celsius. In addition, its strain and thermal sensitivities are approximately 1.2 pm/µε 

and 10 pm/K respectively.  
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Chapter 4 Track Settlement Level Sensor 

4.1 Introduction 

In recent years, there has been a rapid boom in railway system development and 

construction worldwide. Since railway systems usually cover long distances and large 

areas in varying geographical conditions, track settlement is inevitable to some extent. 

Track settlement occurs when the ballast and subgrade undergoes non-elastic 

deformation. Some deformation occurs as a continuous basis, for example, it can be 

caused by environmental disturbances such as flooding, seismic actions and extreme 

temperatures, or it occurs every time that a train passes through. In addition, some part 

of deformation cannot be restored to its original state. The severity of settlement 

depends on the stiffness of the tracks, as well as the geotechnical performance of the 

ground under loading [121]. If settlements differ between the left and right hand rails, 

this is regarded as differential settlement [122].  

 

When serious geotechnical deficiencies occur, differential settlements can be obvious, 

leading to dynamic reaction in the train-track system, rapid track degradation, low 

passenger comfort, as well as a high risk of derailment risk [123]. Consequently, 

settlement condition monitoring is vital for safety and operational efficiency. The 

measurement of settlement can be difficult because it often occurs in such cases as 

extreme ambient temperature, inaccessible geographical location, limited electrical 

power, and there may be excessively long distances between measurement points. 

 

Various methods exist for measuring settlement. For example, traditional soil strain 

gauges can be located within the ground under test, such that settlement is measured 
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according to the vertical and horizontal strains in the ballast layer [121]. Exploiting 

Global Positioning System (GPS) devices [124] is also a common approach to 

measure horizontal and vertical displacements of the ground. However, these methods 

are not adequate for the requirements of modern technology. Apart from the above, 

electronic-based [125] settlement sensors are also commonly used whose working 

principle is to measure the resonant frequency of built-in vibrating wires [126]. These, 

however, might suffer from serious electromagnet interference (EMI), as they are 

often used in civil and structural engineering applications and are thus less suitable 

for railway tracks. The performance of electronic-based sensors can also be severely 

interfered with by electromagnetic (EM) waves generated by high voltage overhead 

electrical power lines. 

 

To overcome the above limitations, FBG, an optical fiber sensing element, was used 

as a settlement level sensor in this study. With reference to the previous studies [127], 

the FBG provides higher sensitivity and is more suitable for application in a hostile 

environment. The advantages of FBG include immunity to EMI, resistance to 

corrosion, is suitable for a wide range of operating temperatures [2], [128], superior 

multiplexing capabilities, works over long distances, making it a satisfactory sensing 

element for application in extreme environments. FBG sensors are typically used in 

condition monitoring of the structure of bridges, railways and buildings [5], [20], 

[105], [129]. The proposed level sensor is designed to work in a network. Multiple 

sensors can be cascaded along a single item of fiber and demodulated by a single piece 

of interrogating equipment. To apply the proposed sensor, a firm, stable, common 

reference level must be clearly indicated for the distribution of sensor network.  
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4.2 Theory 

The rationale of the liquid level sensor is to produce a wavelength shift in the 

embedded FBG when there is a change of the liquid level in the sensor body. Figure 8 

is a schematic diagram illustrating the sensing mechanism. A liquid-filled sensor body 

with a low density float is located at the center. The upthrust force on the float caused 

by the liquid inside is transferred to the fiber connecting the float to the bottom of the 

tank. The FBG in the fiber will have a wavelength shift with any deviation of liquid 

level in the tank.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The upthrust force (Fup) by the float and the tension force (Ft) of the optical fiber in 

the system is given as: 

     𝐹𝑢𝑝 = 𝐹𝑡 

         𝛥𝐹𝑢𝑝 = 𝛥𝐹𝑡                (4.1) 

            

ΔFup and ΔFt represent the variations of upthrust force and tension force 

respectively. 

 

 

  

Figure 8. Sensing mechanism of the track settlement level sensor. 
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The upthrust force variation (ΔFup) on the float caused by the liquid level variation 

is expressed as: 

 

  𝛥𝐹𝑢𝑝 = (𝜌1 − 𝜌2)𝑔 ∗ 𝛥𝐻 ∗ 𝐴                                       (4.2) 

 

where ΔH is the liquid level deviation from the initial liquid level, defined as H1-H0. 

The densities of the liquid and the float are defined as ρ1 and ρ2 respectively. The 

gravitational acceleration and the cross-sectional area of the float [130] are 

represented by 𝑔 and A respectively. 

The variation of tension force in the fiber is given as: 

 

        𝛥𝐹𝑡 = 𝜎 ∗ 𝑎 

         𝜎 = 𝛥𝐹𝑡/𝑎 = 𝐸 ∗ 𝜀 

Thus,          𝛥𝐹𝑡 = 𝐸𝜀𝑎                   (4.3) 

 

where σ, a, E and ε are respectively, the stress in the fiber material, the cross-

sectional area of the fiber, Young’s modulus of the fiber material, and the strain in 

the fiber under tension. 

 

The relationship between the strain and the wavelength of FBG [100], [131] is 

expressed by: 

                          𝛥𝜆𝐵 =  0.76 ∗ 𝜀 ∗ 𝜆𝐵      

 

Hence,                                                                    (4.4) 

 

 

 

Substituting equation (4.2), (4.3), (4.4) into (4.1), the relationship between the 

variation of liquid level and the wavelength variation is given by the equation: 

 

 

𝜀 =
𝛥𝜆𝐵

0.76𝜆𝐵
 

(𝜌1 − 𝜌2)𝑔 ∗  𝛥𝐻 ∗ 𝐴 = (𝐸 (
𝛥𝜆𝐵

0.76𝜆𝐵
) 𝑎) 
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                    (4.5)   

           

 

Therefore, the sensitivity of the sensor expressed in (4.5) can be re-written as: 

 

Sensitivity:         (4.6) 

               

 

4.3 The Structure of the Sensor 

A stainless steel container forms the main structure of the settlement level sensor as 

illustrated in Figure 9. The tip of the main structure is an air vent and a liquid inlet is 

at the bottom. A tank of large volume is connected to the sensors via a flexible tube, 

providing a reference liquid level for all sensors in the system. Any changes in the 

liquid level inside the sensor will cause liquid to flow in or out through the flexible 

tube. An optical fiber outlet, located near the bottom, is connected to the interrogator 

[132] for wavelength measurement. A screw is fixed at the tip to secure the position 

of the float in the body during transportation. To avoid breaking the fiber during 

transportation, the lower part of the float is fastened to a T-shaped sub-assembly which 

is mounted on the mechanical stopper. The mechanical stopper, at the tip of the float, 

is to guard against the vertical movement of the float within the limit during normal 

operation.  

 

As shown in Figure 9, the V-groove at the center of the T-shaped sub-assembly 

provides a better contact and alignment when mounted on the fiber. The sensing FBG 

is written in the middle of the fiber and is re-coated back with an acrylic jacket after 

𝛥𝐻 =

(𝐸𝑎 (
𝛥𝜆𝐵

0.76𝜆𝐵
))

((ρ1 − ρ2)𝑔𝐴)
 

𝛥𝜆𝐵

𝛥𝐻
=  

0.76𝜆𝐵

𝐸𝑎
∗  (𝜌1 − 𝜌2)𝑔𝐴 
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inscription. The coatings at the two ends of the FBG are stripped and glued at the V-

groove of the float and the bottom part of the sensor. Consequently, the tension force 

between the float and the bottom is fully transferred to the fiber. 

 

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the structure for the level sensor. 

 

 

The optical fiber employed in this study is a 1310-Hp-80 fiber from Nufern [133] with 

diameters of 9 μm at the core and 80 μm for the cladding. That core diameter is 

compatible with the ordinary single-mode fiber used in communication. Hence, 

splicing it to a standard fiber does not introduce high insertion loss to the sensor. 
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Furthermore, since the diameter of the cladding (80 μm) is smaller than the 

conventional size (125 μm), a higher strain can be induced by the same force in the 

fiber, as introduced in Formula (4.3).  

 

A photograph of the settlement level sensor is shown in  Figure 10. Its height is 230 

mm and its diameter is 85 mm, with a cylindrical shape for the stainless body. The 

standard of stainless steel utilized in the sensor is of SS316 grade, having the 

properties of high mechanical strength, high creep resistance, as well as excellent 

mechanical and corrosion-resistance at sub-zero temperatures [134]. This standard is 

considered suitable because the sensor is designed to be used in harsh environments 

where temperatures range between -30°C and 80°C. To avoid the liquid inside the 

sensor from freezing at low temperature, an anti-freeze coolant with a melting point 

lower than the ice-point is employed, which is compliant with the ASTM-6210 [135] 

standard.  

 

For clear realization of the conditions inside the sensor, a liquid level observing 

window is equipped on the body as shown in Figure 10. This window is convenient 

for liquid level adjustment during installation. To enable the full expected range to be 

maintained, the liquid level should be adjusted to the optimum level at the reference 

position. This position varies for different applications and depends on the trend of 

the settlement level under measurement. In order to avoid leakage and achieve the 

best shielding protection with the highest reliability, the various parts of the gauge and 

the flexible tubes used in this study are suitable for a wide range of operation 

temperatures and pressures, and were also waterproof and corrosion resistant [136]. 
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Figure 10. Photograph of the track settlement level sensor 

 

The density difference between the liquid (anti-freeze coolant) and the float (ρ1-ρ2) 

is 800 kg/m3 and the cross-sectional area (A) of the float is 4.42*10-3 m2 (diameter of 

70 mm). The FBG has a Bragg wavelength (λB) of 1550 nm, while the Young’s 

modulus (E) and the cross-sectional area (a) of the fiber material (silica) are 73 GPa 

[131] and 5.026*10-9 m2 (fiber diameter of 80 µm) respectively. With the above 

figures, the sensitivity designed for this sensor is ~0.1 nm/mm as written in Formula 

(4.6). 
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4.4 Results and Discussion 

 The experimental arrangement, for evaluating sensor performance, is depicted in 

Figure 11. A large tank is filled with anti-freeze coolant liquid, there are two 

settlement level test sensors (sensor #1 and sensor #2), two independent vertical 

movement translation stages, a FBG interrogation system outside the chamber, and a 

temperature controlled chamber. Within the chamber, the tank is connected to the two 

level sensors through a flexible tube and a T-joint. The optical fiber from the sensor 

is connected to the interrogation system, placed outside the chamber, for wavelength 

measurement. Since FBG intrinsically senses both temperature and strain at the same 

time but does not distinguish between them, an additional FBG is used for temperature 

compensation in the chamber and is also connected to the interrogator. In order to 

balance atmospheric pressure, the tips of the liquid tank and the sensors are connected 

via flexible tubes, providing a path for airflow. 

 

 

    Temperature controlled chamber 

 

Figure 11. Experimental configuration for performance evaluation. 
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The experimental arrangement had two purposes. First, to evaluate the performance 

of the level sensor, and second to study the feasibility of constructing a network of 

multiple sensors for settlement measurement over a wide area. In the experiment, the 

range of 0 to 22 mm for vertical displacement was examined based on 2 mm steps, 

controlled by a translation stage. 

 

The experimental results, deriving from the two sensors, giving vertical displacement 

against the corresponding wavelengths are shown are Figure 12. The wavelengths of 

sensor #1 and sensor #2 were 1542.9 nm and 1555.3 nm respectively. Both sensors 

worked linearly with wavelengths decreasing as vertical displacements moved 

upwards. According to the measurement, the experimental sensitivities of sensor #1 

and sensor #2 were 0.103 nm/mm and 0.107 nm/mm respectively. These values are 

very close to the designed value of 0.100 nm/mm. The minor differences between the 

measured and design sensitivities can be attributed to density deviations between the 

floats and the liquid, as well as machining error in the metal parts. 

 

Figure 12. Measured wavelengths of the two sensors at different vertical 

displacements 
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To investigate the temperature characteristics, sensor #2 was selected for the 

experiment at different temperatures (-30°C, -10°C, 10°C, 30°C, 50°C and 80°C), and 

the results are depicted in Figure 13. The readings were then plotted and fitted into 

straight lines with slopes between 0.105~0.107.  

 

 

 

Figure 13. Vertical displacements at different temperatures (-30°C, -10°C, 

10°C, 30°C, 50°C and 80°C). 

Figure 14. Temperature characteristics of the sensors. 
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The wavelengths at different temperatures for both sensors, whose vertical 

displacement was fixed at the 12 mm position, are shown in Figure 20. The curves 

indicate that the sensor temperature effect is limited and can be counted as linear [1], 

[106], as an embedded FBG temperature sensor was installed inside the sensor body 

for compensation processes. As shown in the graph, the temperature coefficients are 

0.0084 nm/°C and 0.0085 nm/°C respectively after best-fitting the linear curves. 

 

 The deviations between wavelengths at different temperatures and different vertical 

displacements are shown in Figure 15. The range variation is around ±0.03 nm, 

corresponding to vertical displacement changes of approximately ±0.3 mm. Therefore, 

the deviation percentage in this sensor is around ±1.3% for a 22 mm of measurement 

range. From the graph, it can be seen that the deviation of vertical displacement is 

more serious at the extreme temperatures (-30°C, 50°C and 80°C) than at normal 

temperature (-10°C to 30°C), for a range of around 0 to -0.025 nm (~0 to -1.1%). To 

perform differential settlement measurement over a large area, a sensor network can 

be established by cascading multiple sensors into a single and long distance fiber. The 

experimental results indicate that the characteristics of individual sensors are not 

interfered with by other cascades in the same sensor network.  

 

Figure 15. Variation of wavelengths at different temperatures. 
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4.5 The Maximum Range, Resolution and Environmental 

Disturbances 

This prototype demonstrates the working principle and feasibility of this level sensor 

to be used for practical applications. The factors that determine the range of vertical 

displacement of the settlement level sensor are the tensile strength of the fiber used 

for FBG inscription and the upthrust force induced by the float of the sensor designed.  

The sensitivity of this sensor can be modified by varying the size of the float or using 

optical fiber with different diameters. The resolution of level sensing system on the 

other hand is limited by both the sensor sensitivity and the resolution of the 

interrogation system used for conducting the measurement. 

 

The noise caused by environmental disturbances can include the vibration produced 

by the passage of the train, and the ambient temperature. For the vibration, the 

measurement noise measured by the sensor induced by passing train could be easily 

identified and can be classified as invalid data. For the ambient temperature, the 

temperature effect has been considered during sensor development. Actually, the 

effect is shown to be very limited of approximately ±0.3 mm equivalent to ±1.3% for 

a 22 mm of measurement range as discussed in Section 4.4 of this chapter. On the 

other hand, with the built-in temperature compensation sensor, further improvement 

of the accuracy can be achieved. Besides, most of the noise caused by environmental 

disturbances are of relatively higher frequency as compared with the change of 

settlement. Thereby, frequency filtering may also be useful for removing the related 

noise. 
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4.6 Chapter Summary 

This chapter introduces a FBG-based level sensor for the monitoring of differential 

settlement of a railway track. The vertical displacement of the sensor, which is relative 

to liquid level changes inside the sensor, alters the tension force within the embedded 

FBG. Experimental results show high linearity between vertical displacement and 

wavelength shift of the FBG. An 80 μm-diameter optical fiber is used with the aims 

of enhancing the overall sensitivity and reducing the physical size of the sensor. The 

sensitivities of the two assembled sensors are 0.103 nm/mm and 0.107 nm/mm 

respectively, both of them very close to the designed value of 0.100 nm/mm. The 

temperature effect on the sensor was measured as 0.008 nm/°C. This can be 

compensated for by adding an embedded temperature measuring FBG within the 

sensor, or else by use of an external temperature sensor. The sensor design also 

incorporates several measures to facilitate sensor operation in extreme environmental 

conditions. The sensor gives a measurement error of ~±1.3% within its operational 

range of -30°C to 80°C. For differential settlement measurement over a long railway 

track, multiple units of there settlement level sensors, which require no power supply, 

can be multiplexed to form a sensing network, thus providing the advantages of higher 

simplicity, cost-effectiveness and reliability in relation to conventional electronic 

based counterparts. Apart from the sensor, a system for continuous condition 

monitoring in the sensor is also proposed. The use of historical data for intelligence 

management is also recommended as worthy of future study. 
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Chapter 5 Fiber Bragg Grating Based Axle Counter 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces a FBG-based [137] axle counting sensor [138]. Axle counting 

on a railway is to detect the presence/absence of a train in a block of the track for 

signaling purpose, so as to ensure the block ahead is clear and enable automatic train 

operation. Otherwise, manual operation is used instead, with a relatively lower speed 

for safety reasons. The method is to count the number of axles entering and leaving a 

signaling block. This maintains a crucial role [139] in railway operation, because an 

effective fail-safe signaling system is essential to ensure the safety and reliability of a 

railway system, because drivers may not be always able to clearly see obstacles (e.g. 

a train) ahead while running at high-speed, in bad weather or at night.  

 

5.1.1 Track Circuit 

A Track Circuit [140]–[142], regarded as a type of signal, is a section installed on the 

tracks which tells drivers of the presence of obstacles or of another train. With 

accurate signaling information, drivers can operate the trains at normal speed while 

ensuring travel safety.  

 

Figure 16. Schematic of a Track Circuit. 
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As shown in Figure 16, a Track Circuit includes an electrical circuit with a power 

source at one end of a section of the track [140], [141]. The working principle of a 

traditional Track Circuit is explained below. When a train is present on the track, a 

pair of wheels on the same axle are in contact with the two rails to complete the circuit. 

A complete circuit enables current flows through an electrical relay and therefore a 

switch to “With train” status. Otherwise, the status is that of “No train”. Drivers can 

easily appreciate the condition of the track section ahead by reading the signs 

displayed by the system. 

 

5.1.2 Electronic Axle Counter 

An alternative signaling device is the Electronic Axle Counter (EAC) [139] as shown 

in Figure 17. Traditional EAC consists of two pairs of electric coils, the transmitters 

and receivers. To install the device, the coils are mounted on the rail by drilling holes 

and fixed using screws into the rail. To a certain extent, this installation damages the 

rail. The working principle of an EAC is to detect the presence/absence of a metallic 

obstacle by which blocks the magnetic flux flowing between the transmitters and 

receivers. 

 

However, both the Track Circuit and EAC solutions have limitations. For example, 

they are easily interfered with by EM wave and environmental disturbances such as 

the presence of lightning, they are also bulky and difficult to install. To overcome 

these limitations, a FBG-based [143] axle counter is proposed in this research. The 

FBG sensor possesses many advantages over electronic sensors and has high 

potentials of being used in condition monitoring. The working principle of the FBG 

sensor is to measure the deformation of the track due to the weight of trains acting on 
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the rail and which could be used as an indication of the presence of a train. A train 

usually weighs tens of tonnes, whereas other moving objects in nature are seldom so 

heavy. As compared to the conventional axle counting system, this is the novelty of 

using FBG as sensing elements for axle counting. 

 

Furthermore, compared to the traditional Track Circuits and EAC signaling equipment, 

the FBG is less likely to be interfered by environmental disturbances and is thus more 

accurate. Due to the easy installation process and low cost of FBG, redundant sensors 

can also be installed nearby to confirm the signals and thereby improve the system 

reliability. For example, measuring the axle loads on both left and right hand rails, 

their arrival times and weight are generally very similar and hence one can positively 

confirm the correct arrival of the train if the left and right rails are both indicating 

there is an axle on the rail. Besides, EMI in electronic type signaling equipment may 

cause errors not only in the sensing phase but also in signal transmission. As such, the 

FBG is absolutely safe even in stormy weather [104]. 

 

Figure 17. Electronic axle counter formed by two pairs of transmitter and 

receiver installed in a rail closely. The inset exhibits converter equipment 

connecting the axle counter at the trackside. 
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5.2 Setup and Experiment for FBG Axle Counter 

Since the rationale is to measure rail deformation caused by the weight of a train, the 

most sensitive position of the rail must be clearly identified before sensor installation. 

As such, for this purpose, a finite element simulation by ANSYS Multiphysics 

software [144] and an onsite experiment have been conducted.  
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Figure 18. (a) Finite Element Simulation of deformation in a rail under load. (b) 

Upper rail shows four longitudinal FBGs installed at one side of the rail and the 

lower shows three FBGs installed vertically in another rail. (c) Strain response 

of the seven FBGs when a wheel passes the testing point for four times. 
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As shown in Figure 18 (a) and Figure 18 (c), both results confirmed that maximum 

deformation occurs at the head of the rail. The rail model UIC54, which is made of 

steel with a Young’s modulus of 207 GPa and Poisson ratio 0.29, was adopted in the 

simulation as a reference. This simulation assumes that the load is provided by a train 

weighing 48 tonnes with eight wheels standing on the rails. The experiment assumed 

a train of similar weight approached the sensing points slowly, at 5 km/h, to simulate 

a static load. In addition, to avoid unwanted mistakes, the train passed the sensing 

points on four occasions. The deformation signals from the seven FBGs were recorded 

by the system and stacked in Figure 18 (c). 

 

In the experiment, the seven FBGs were mounted at different positions as indicated in 

Figure 18 (b). The results show that no matter what the longitudinal (upper rail) or 

vertical (lower rail) alignments, the sensitivities of the FBGs were of the same order, 

i.e. the highest sensitivity was at the head of the rail (FBG1 and FBG5), the second 

highest at the foot (FBG4 and FBG7) and the lowest in the middle (FBG2 and FBG3). 

The above results align with the simulation result of Figure 18 (a) and are clearly 

shown in Figure 18 (c). Despite its highest sensitivity, the head position was not 

selected because of contact with the wheels and destruction of the sensor. The second 

highest location, at the root, was therefore selected.   
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Figure 19. (a) The route map of the West Rail line; (b) Schematic of FBG 

sensor locations in the CB block. 

 

A test was also carried out with the proposed FBG system operating alongside an 

existing electronic type axle counter system for performance verification. The 

installation of FBGs is shown in Figure 19. The line used for the test was the West 

Rail Line in Hong Kong as shown in Figure 19 (a) [145]. The signalling block tested, 

covering nine stations, was 30.5 km long, and located between the two districts of 

North-West New Territories (Tuen Mun) and the city center (Nam Cheong in 

Kowloon). The fleet comprises 22 trains, each with seven cars and 220 m long. The 

maximum train capacity is 2,345 persons. The track allows a maximum speed of 130 

km/h. The overhead pantograph provides a 25 kV/50 Hz power source for the train. 

The track-forms on this line include a Low Vibration Track (LVT) inside the tunnel 
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sections and a Floating Slab Track (FST) on the viaduct sections. The existing UIC60 

track model was adopted. 

 

The CB block was selected for testing the FBG axle counting system and a schematic 

of this signalling block is shown in Figure 19 (b). This block contains two junctions 

and five boundary points, namely AH23, AH25, AH26, AH29, and AH30, which are 

all supported by the traditional axle counting systems. FBGs were installed only at the 

three most frequently used entries, of AH23, AH29, and AH30. All FBGs were 

connected by a single model fiber to an interrogator [28] [146], which was located in 

the Signal Equipment Room at the Tsuen Wan West station, 4 km distant from the 

sensors. The distances between AH23 and AH29, AH23 and AH30, and AH29 and 

AH30 are 1500 m, 1200 m and 600 m respectively. 

 

5.3 Methodology 

Data logging, started in a computer was performed real-time with an interrogator to 

demodulate the wavelength. Sophisticated software has been developed to execute the 

algorithms and detect the axles. The Bragg wavelengths of the FBGs are in the range 

of 1535 nm to 1575 nm. Figure 20 (a) shows a measured waveform of 28 peaks 

corresponding to 28 axles, derived from a train of 7 cars. The wavelength swing is 

about 0.3 nm induced by 300 με. Figure 20 (b) gives the strain of the first six peaks in 

the waveform with noise and high frequencies clearly shown. After a 10Hz filtering, 

the noise is removed as indicated in Figure 20 (c). In order to achieve high accuracy, 

this data validation process is necessary before counting the number of axle.  
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Figure 20. Detected strain in the rail (a) 28 wheels of the passage of a train, (b) 

the first six wheels of the train, (c) the signal after low-pass-filtered. 

 

Axle counting refers to counting the number of peaks in the deformation waveform 

of the rail, therefore an accurate detection of peaks by the algorithms is crucial. X-

Crossing, as shown in Figure 21(a), is an algorithm developed in this study. A peak is 

defined by the presence of a rising edge followed by a falling edge, at least a minimum 

time interval (T) apart.  
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Figure 21. (a) The X-crossing method and the minimum time interval setting; 

(b) a narrow threshold for X-crossing. 

 

The mathematical expressions relevant to the X-Crossing method are given below: 

Rising edge =                 (5.1) 

Falling edge =                 (5.2) 

            Peak =                 (5.3) 

 

where i, j = 0, 1,2…n-1, and T is the minimum interval between the rising and falling 

edges.  

The mathematical expressions for rising and falling edge detections are given in 

Formulae (5.1) and (5.2) respectively, while the peak is shown in Formula (5.3).   

 

𝑌𝑅 =∧ (𝑥𝑗−1 > 𝑥𝑗 > 𝑥𝑗+1) 

𝑌𝐹 =∧ (𝑥𝑖−1 < 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑥𝑖+1) 

𝑃 = (𝑌𝐹 ∧ 𝑌𝑅) ∧ ((𝑥𝑗 − 𝑥𝑖) > 𝑇) 
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The X-Crossing method was developed at the beginning of the study. For the first 45 

days, this method obtained a satisfactory result for 252,000 axles (9000 trains) counted 

at the testing point AH23, notwithstanding that 13 trains were mistakenly counted. 

However, as shown in Figure 21 (a), the processing of the result was affected by low 

frequency noisy peaks caused by wheel imperfections or other engineering trains 

which repair the track at night. In addition, it is not reasonable to adopt a fixed 

threshold for all peaks because some low peaks may have relatively high troughs at 

the same time. As such, as shown in Figure 21 (b), the signal range allowed for the 

threshold has been narrowed to limit the possibility of drawing a line, especially when 

low value peaks and troughs occur simultaneously in the waveform. For the rest of 

the research, different approaches were used to further improve the results. 

 

D-Crossing, as shown in Formula (5.4), is one of these different approaches taken. 

The first-derivative (Yi) of the D-crossing method helps to solve the problems of 

constant high strain waveforms and local variations, as shown in the middle part of 

Figure 22(a). In fact, the method can be regarded as continuous detection of the 

changes of signal between a preceding data point (xi-1) and the next data point (xi+1). 

 

 

Where i = 0, 1, 2…n-1. 

In order to remove local variations, before feeding the signal into Formula (5.4), the 

low-pass-filtered original data (as shown in Figure 22(a)) should have the lower part 

of the signal cut by a threshold (as shown in Figure 22(b)). As shown in Figure 22(c). 

after performing the first-derivative, the output waveform with high strain is now 

removed, which was caused by a train stopping, with a noisy peak. In addition, the 

𝑌𝑖 = ((𝑥𝑖+1 − 𝑥𝑖−1)/2𝑑𝑡                                                       (5.4) 
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first four peaks in Figure 22(b), which were originally coupled with only positive half 

cycles, now have both positive and negative cycles as shown in Figure 22(c), thus 

facilitating easy detection. 

 

 

Figure 22. (a) A constant high strain level caused by the train stopped at the 

sensing with low-pass-filtered, (b) remove the local peaks by threshold setting,  

(c) waveform after first derivatives of the signal. 

 

To evaluate the performance of the D-Crossing method, data of the 9,000 trains, which 

included errors produced by the13 trains in the X-Crossing, were loaded to the D-

Crossing again. In general, the result was satisfactory –most of the axles being 

correctly counted, with only one train mistaken, which can be attributed to the two 

peaks and valleys in the middle of the waveform as shown in Figure 22(c). Fortunately, 

these noisy peaks can be tackled by the X-Crossing method. Eventually, both 

algorithms were run on the system concurrently, all axles were correctly counted and 

the testing continued for the following six months. 
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5.4 Results and Discussion 

The FBG-based axle counting system installed in the CB block is operating fully 

automatically, in-service, on a non-stop basis. The results are in real-time and allow 

the researchers to examine the success of the algorithm. The X-Crossing and D-

Crossing algorithms, developed in the study, have their own strengths and weaknesses. 

The algorithms complement each other well and the final results are satisfactory. 

Regarding algorithm selection, in general, the X-Crossing is used when the signal is 

clean with little noise, whereas the D-Crossing is adopted when noise signals are 

detected, for example, a train stops at the sensing point. In addition, since a train can 

move and change its direction, an additional FBG should be installed nearby to 

identify direction. 

 

After five months of operation, data on 1,680,448 axles (60,016 trains) have been 

processed by the system. These data were obtained from the three FBGs located at 

AH23, AH29 and AH30; which monitored 840,224 axles (30,008 trains), 280 axles 

(10 trains) and 839,944 axles (29,998 trains) respectively. The outcome was that no 

axle was wrongly counted. In other words, the test accuracy was 100%. 

 

To validate the result, the existing electronic type axle-counter system was operated 

as an image. Both systems counted the same numbers of counting and thus the 

counting result is reliable. Apart from its high accuracy, simple equipment and sensor 

installation is another advantage of the FBG axle counting system. Its installation 

requires no electronic parts, but only a single set of equipment to connect the three 

entries with FBGs installed on the rails. The traditional system, however, contains 

three individual systems at each entry and is therefore more complicated than the FBG 
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type. In addition, the FBG system allows the addition of further counting points by 

adding a fiber to the end of the existing fiber without needing extra equipment. The 

only concern is the processing power of the computer. Based on the above, it has been 

demonstrated that the FBG system provides an alternative solution for axle counting 

with the advantages of expandability, high accuracy and low cost.  
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5.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter begins with an introduction of two traditional types of axle counting 

systems, namely the Track Circuit and EAC, and their limitations. One major 

limitation of the conventional systems is that they are easily interfered with by EM 

waves. To tackle the problem, this study validated a FBG-based axle counting sensor 

as an alternative solution. The rationale of the proposed approach is to measure the 

weight of a train by FBG sensors. The optical fiber sensing eliminates any interference 

produced by EM wave due to lightning or other high voltage apparatus. A FBG-based 

axle counter can be fabricated by mounting a FBG on the rail and counting the number 

of peaks as the trains pass through. An on-site test was conducted on the West Rail 

line in Hong Kong. The X-Crossing algorithm was initially adopted but defects were 

found when counting signals for a train stopped with continuous high strain values. 

To overcome the problem, the D-Crossing algorithm was developed, with only one 

mistake, which can be overcome by then using the X-Crossing method. The testing 

result shows that no axle was wrongly counted after the processing of 1,680,448 axles 

over five months. The result validates the feasibility of the FBG type axle counting 

sensor and proves its potential advantages of higher accuracy, lower cost and higher 

flexibility in system expansion. 
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Chapter 6 Train Weight Balance and Vibration Index 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces a FBG-based sensor system for the measurement of train 

weight and Vibration Index (VI). The measurement of train weight and its balance on 

the track can support derailment risk monitoring, while the measurement of vibration 

can support Out-of-Roundness (OOR) monitoring based on a condition monitoring 

[11] system. A comfortable in-service line and railway safety have always been vital 

to train passengers. Train derailments can lead to serious accidents and losses of life 

and assets. To enhance railway safety and minimize the risk of train derailment, 

previous studies have devoted considerable efforts to developing train monitoring 

methods. Despite this, much of the existing literature discusses electronic sensors 

which are easily interfered with by EM waves in noisy environments. For example, 

the overhead power lines of the railway system can be a source of noise, seriously 

interfering with traditional electronic sensors, and causing faults. There is a need to 

develop more reliable and accurate train monitoring methods.  

 

The sensor employed in this study is the optical fiber sensor, because it is EMI-free, 

reliable, of low cost, durable and produces zero EM wave emissions, and is thus more 

appropriate for use in railways than the traditional sensors. Detailed information is 

given in Chapter 3 and more in-depth explanation is provided in this chapter. The 

optical sensor used in this research is the FBG [4], [138], [147]. To verify the theory, 

a test on a train loaded with sandbags has been carried out for weight balance 

measurements. Wheel re-profiling was also carried out to prove the relationship 

between the wheel OOR [52] and vibration.  
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6.2 The Arrangement of FBG Sensors Network 

A FBG-based sensor network was established for both weight balance and vibration 

measurement purposes as shown in Figure 23. The installation is located near the Siu 

Ho Wan depot (SHD) between Yam O and Tung Chung stations on the Tung Chung 

line in Hong Kong. The sensors were installed on a track 2.5 km in length. Eight FBG 

sensors with different wavelengths were mounted on both the up track and down track, 

connecting two separated optical fibers to an interrogator and a computer located 

inside the depot, 3 km away. 

 

 

Figure 23. Schematic of FBG sensor network for railway condition monitoring. 

Sensor group 1543, 1547, 1552 and 1557 in nm are installed on the up track, while 

sensor group 1531, 1535, 1538 and 1540 in nm are installed on the down track. 

Airport 

Airport 

Kowloon 

Kowloon 
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In the sensor network configuration, each fiber connects four FBGs in a group, 

notwithstanding that two only are sufficient. The extra two serve as backup for system 

double-checking and data integrity purposes. In order to achieve multiplexing, the 

wavelength of a fiber has to be unique. The other end of the fiber is run back to the 

control room as spare. If the fiber breaks, the FBG signal can still be received by 

connecting the other end to the interrogator to resume the system immediately and 

automatically, without too much interruption. This configuration applied to all 

systems in the research study. 

 

6.3 Weight Balance for Derailment Risk Monitoring 

The FBG produced waveforms suitable for weight measurement [148] are shown in 

Figure 24. The train under test passes through the down track section of the Tung 

Chung service line. This particular waveform was generated by train “TCL 08” and 

measured by a FBG on the down track. In fact, the measurement is a change of rail 

strain, so it can be converted into weight by calibration based on the known weight of 

each car. To calibrate the system, the static weight of each axle is equated to the 

amplitude of the FBG signal, when the train is moving very slowly over the track. The 

ratio (i.e. weight-of-axle/amplitude-of-the-FBG-signal) is then used to convert the 

dynamic amplitude of each FBG signal to axle weight. 
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Figure 24. Wavelengths of the train under test for weight measurement. 

 

The measured wavelengths are then correlated to the weights. This process is 

automatically run by an application program in the computer. First, the waveform has 

to be processed to filter out the noise before peak detection. Afterwards, the values of 

the peaks and valleys can be found, as denoted by the red dots in Figure 24 which  

relate to the dynamic loads. Four approaches were proposed for evaluating 

performance and identifying the best candidate. The graphical indication is shown in 

Figure 25 and their mathematical expressions are presented in equations (6.1) to (6.4) 

below the figure.  
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Figure 25. Waveform of dynamic load with two peaks in an axle labelled. 

 

Approach 1: W1 = (P1 − V1); W2 = (P2 − V2),           (6.1) 

Approach 2: W1 = (P1 − V2); W2 = (P2 − V3),           (6.2) 

Approach 3: W1 = (P1 − (V1 + V2)/2); W2 = (P2 −(V2 + V3)/2),         (6.3) 

Approach 4: W1 = P1; W2 = P2.             (6.4) 

 

where W1 and W2 are defined as the respective weights of axles 1 and 2 of the same 

bogie; P1 and P2 are the signal peaks excited by the load being applied to the 

corresponding axles; V1, V2, and V3 are the respective valleys, which are generated 

when the train car moves along the rail.  

 

The results of the four approaches were then examined to evaluate the performance in 

relating dynamic weight to FBG signal. The results are shown in Table 7. The average 

error obtained from the four FBGs was 10.39%. The best scenario is Approach 4 

which obtained the lowest error of less than 10%. Normally, the dynamic weight of a 

train is considered to be 10% higher than its static weight, thus the results are 

considered to be in excellent agreement with the static weight. Consequently, 
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Approach 4 is selected as an algorithm for dynamic weight measurement in condition 

monitoring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Derailment monitoring is possible with dynamic weight measurement, if weight 

balance is also assessed. Assessing the possibility of derailment is an important safety 

assessment, especially in negotiating curves and track twists. The likelihood of 

derailment depends on the condition of the tracks and of the vehicle. The former refers 

to deviation from train maintenance limits and their geometries, while the latter refers 

to the condition of the vehicle suspension system together with its wheel re-profiles.  

Checking of both conditions during off-traffic hours is necessary, unless an in-service 

[11] condition monitoring system is employed.  

 

6.4 Results and Discussion for Weight Balance and Derailment 

Risk 

Derailment [14] occurs when the wheel of a train leaves the rail. Derailment can be 

caused by a twisted track which is related to the combination of horizontal guiding 

force and the reduction of vertical loading on the leading wheel. Figure 26 shows a 

schematic of derailment while Formula (6.5) presents its mathematical expression.  

Error % Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3 Approach 4 

FBG 1, 2 11.51 12.51 14.39 12.48 

FBG 3, 4 11.53 13.10 12.59 9.94 

Up rail 

Error % Approach 1 Approach 2 Approach 3 Approach 4 

FBG 1, 2 14.43 14.37 12.00 9.40 

FBG 3, 4 12.36 12.82 12.34 9.74 

Down rail 

Table 7. The results of the four approaches. 
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Figure 26. Schematic of Nadal limit for derailment at wheel/rail interface. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

where 

Y is the lateral force at wheel angle, Q is the vertical load on the wheel, α is the wheel 

angle at the plane of contact, δ is the frictional coefficient at the angle/rail contact 

point with δW as the frictional force [149]. 

 

When a force acts between wheel and rail, W, and δW as the reaction and frictional 

forces on the wheel flange are balanced by the Q and Y acting on the rail. The force 

vectors at the interface may lead to a situation when δW is too big for friction to bear 

Nadal limit =  
𝑌

𝑄
=

(tan 𝛼 −  δ)

(1 + tan α)
                                                             (6.5) 

α 

δW 

W 
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and cause the guiding wheel to slide/climb over the rail, and cause a derailment. For 

safety reasons, a warning threshold, which is known as the Nadal limit (Y/Q) [150], 

[151] by the industry, has been developed to estimate the risk of derailment; and its 

detailed description is included in a standard named the Railway Group Standard 

GM/RT2141 [152]. Since the lateral force (Y) [76] has not been measured in this study, 

the Nadal limit cannot be identified. Consequently, the Off-loading ratio concept is 

proposed as an alternative solution for condition monitoring in this study. The Off-

loading ratio is the absolute ratio of the difference between the loads on the two rails 

and their sum as shown in equation 6.6. Theoretically, the loads on the left and right 

hand rails are supposed to be identical. However, when derailment occurs or tends to 

occur, the two loads differ substantially, which can be considered as the appearance 

of a lateral force. Notwithstanding that the theory established is based on tracks in a 

straight line and thus not strictly applicable to curved tracks.  

 

In negotiating curved and twisted tracks, a lateral force is inevitably present on the 

train wheels. Therefore, the wheel-sets have to be designed to operate within the Nadal 

limit even with adequate vertical loads. The force transferred between wheel-sets is 

important and has to be kept within the limit of 60% of the original load transferred 

as shown in Formula (6.7),  

 

Off-loading ratio             (6.6) 

 

 

where Q1 and Q2 are the vertical loads from the two wheels in the same axle added 

to the rails. 

 

Consequently, Formula (6.7) shows that the Off-loading ratio can be calculated from 

the dynamic weight as sensed by the FBGs [148] installed on the rails. It can be used 

𝛥𝑄

𝑄
=

|(𝑄1 − 𝑄2)|

(𝑄1 + 𝑄2)

< 0.6 
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as an important derailment factor in condition monitoring. Besides, the Off-loading 

ratio ΔQ/Q , concerns only the relative ratio of the loadings, but not the absolute value 

of the weight. Therefore, any temperature effect is cancelled as the weight is measured 

at the same time. 

 

6.5 Results and Discussion for Vibration Index 

The FBG sensor network described in the previous section has been adopted as a 

means of train vibration measurement. The vibration waveform evaluated by a train 

giving a strong signal, is measured with a FBG, as shown in Figure 27. The cause of 

the vibration is investigated by comparing the noisy signal, as shown in Figure 27 (a), 

to a normal train healthy signal, as indicated in Figure 27 (b). According to Figure 27 

(a), vibration is more significant in Car 6 and Car 8 (from the left hand side) as they 

produce noisier signals than the adjacent cars. Engineers would be alerted by the noisy 

signal in this case to pay special attention to the wheels of this train. Eventually, 

engineers would call for a checkup and measure the OOR [52] of the wheels, so as to 

also examine the relationship between wheel imperfection and the consequent 

vibration.  

 

Figure 27. Strain measured by FBG mounted on the rails. (a) The FBG waveform 

of a train with noisy signal. (b) The waveform of a normal and healthy train. 

Wheel imperfection is expressed in terms of roundness. It is a defect caused by flange 

pitting and wheel flats, producing what are known as polygonal wheels [52]. Wheel 
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imperfections may cause uneven strains on the rail due to periodic impact forces. This 

interaction between wheel and track is the cause of vibrations. Wheel re-profiling [54], 

therefore,  to reduce the OOR can be a solution. Deeper description is given in Chapter 

2 Literature Review and thus is not discussed in detail here. 

 

To prove that there is a correlation between vibration and wheel imperfection, a test 

on the re-profiling of noisy wheels was carried out. The wheel re-profiling was 

conducted at the depot. All eight wheels on the four axles of a car were removed and 

turned in a lathe as is normal maintenance work. A thin layer of material is removed 

from the wheel tyre during the re-profiling process until the wheels are round enough 

and smooth. The OOR readings are recorded using a dial gauge, before and after wheel 

re-profiling. In addition, wheel re-profiling was carried out on one of the two noisy 

cars, while the wheels of other noisy cars were kept unchanged as a control.   

 

 

The test showed the correlation between OOR and vibration. Engineers attempt to 

relate inter-axial vibrations to wheel OOR mathematically, so that the imperfection of 

a wheel can be determined indirectly by measuring the inter-axial vibrations. Inter-

axial vibration is the vibration on a rail between two bogies in a car. The vibration can 

be determined simply by measuring the dynamic strain on the rail. As such, in the first 

stage of the study, a mathematical expression was derived as a kind of index for 

reference purposes, based on the experience and knowledge of researchers. As more 

information becomes available later, the formula should be revised appropriately. The 

graphical expression for VI is shown in Figure 28, while its mathematical expression 

is provided below the figure. 
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Figure 28. Wheel Out-Of-Roundness versus Vibration Index. 

 

Vibration Index (VI) =                                    (6.7) 

 

where  dXn   ,  Xn  and tn    are the dynamic strain, the maximum strain, and the time 

duration respectively for the function f, where function f describes the overall 

vibration in the period of time  tn , and Kn  is a weighting factor applying as 

appropriate to each component.  

 

The weighting factor  Kn  concerns the mechanical conditions of the passing train, 

such as vibration in the traction system and the braking system. It has a unique value 

for each component and these values are used to normalize the final vibration 

amplitudes of a train. Consequently, they differ in the Motor Car and the Trailer Car, 

for instance. The values of  kn will be calibrated once sufficient data has been 

collected. This weighting factor is set to 1 at the early stage of the investigation and 

to be replaced by a calibrated value once available. 

 

∑  
𝑛

𝑛=1…9  

𝐾𝑛 𝑓(∆𝑋𝑛 /𝑋𝑛 , 𝑡𝑛 ) 

𝐾𝑛  

∆𝑋𝑛  𝑋𝑛  𝑡𝑛  

𝑡𝑛  

𝐾𝑛 

𝐾𝑛 
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The Vibration Index (VI) for a car (with two bogies, i.e. four axles) is provided by 

Formula (6.7), indicating the changes of mechanical strain, which is dimensionless. 

VI is relative to car weight because a heavier car causes stronger vibrations for the 

same wheel OOR. The term  Xn reflects this factor and cancels the effect of train 

weight.  

 

Since wheels and track are close and make good contact during the periods  t1  to  t4 

and              , they are expected to be the high frequency components. In contrast, 

when the wheel/rail interaction occurs far from the sensor, only the lower frequency 

components are measured, such as in the period       as shown above. 

 

From the measured data, it is seen that strong correlation exits between the OOR and 

vibration. Figure 29 shows the VI values obtained from a noisy train. The local 

vibrations, such as those in Car 6 and Car 8 (counting from the left) of Figure 29, have 

VI values higher than 1.5, while those for other cars are 1.1 or below. The wheels of 

Car 6 were re-profiled to correct the OOR, while the wheels of Car 8 were left alone 

to serve as a control. OOR values after re-profiling are between 0.05 and 0.07 mm.  

 

The FBG wavelength after wheel re-profiling, reflects the strain pattern of the train as 

shown in Figure 30. The vibration in Car 6 has been reduced to a normal level after 

wheel turning, while the vibration in Car 8 persists. By comparing Figure 29 to Figure 

31, the VI of Car 8 (unturned wheels) remains high at around 1.9, while the index for 

Car 6 (re-profiled wheels) is substantially reduced from 1.8 to 0.8. This result proves 

that the FBG strain sensor is effective for distinguishing wheel OOR by measuring 

the vibration in the rail. 

𝑡6  to  𝑡9  

 

And  

𝑡5  

 

An

d  
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And  
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Figure 29. Vibration index of a noisy train with Car 6 and Car 8 higher than 

the others. 

 

 

Figure 30. The vibration in Car 6 is reduced to a normal level after wheel re-

profiling, while Car 8 remains unchanged and keeps noisy. 
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Figure 31.  Vibration index after wheel re-profiling, Car 6 reduced while Car 8 

remains high. 
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6.6 Chapter Summary  

In this chapter, it explained how the dynamic weight of a train and the vibration 

induced by the OOR of the wheel are measured by FBG sensors. The sensor network 

arrangement and experiments to acquire test data are reported using charts and graphs. 

Mathematical expressions for the calculation of VI and dynamic weight are given. 

Four approaches for verifying and determining the best algorithm for dynamic weight 

calculation were proposed and evaluated. The best approach was identified, with the 

highest accuracy, with only 10% error, among the four proposed approaches. A test 

to identify the correlation existing between the vibration and OOR in train wheel is 

presented. The result shows that the relationship is strong and can be used for real-

time condition monitoring to determine the OOR of the wheels at any time. The Off-

loading ratio is proposed as a replacement for the Nadal limit which, though useful in 

condition monitoring for derailment estimation for a straight track it is not applicable 

to a curved track. 
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Chapter 7 Smart Railway Health-Condition System 

7.1 Introduction  

A Smart Railway Health-condition Monitoring (SRHM) system, for use in this 

research, is introduced as a case study for long-term and real-life condition monitoring 

with a VI sensor. The SRHM system was installed on trackside functions at a platform 

and foundation for the development of railway applications. The arrangement includes 

a FBG sensor network, RFID tags [31], [32] on trains, and the modular software 

system is shown in Figure 32. Since the SRHM is aimed at long-term condition 

monitoring for the entire fleet with many more objectives than an one-time test, the 

data in terms of volume, variety and accumulated information are massive in quantity. 

Thus, the Big Data concept with its sophisticated algorithms and processing power 

was employed to serve these goals.   

 

Figure 32. SRHM System with modular program for different sensors and 

algorithms. RFID and FBG sensor network are connected to form a system. 
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The sensor network was installed on the track with RFID by its side while the 

interrogator and processing system were remotely located in a depot or station. The 

functions of the modular program not only included the sensors algorithms, but also 

included the signal processing and Data Mining [17], [154] tools such as filtering and 

peak detection. These functions speed up the research activities and enable more 

research work to be done. Some modular programs are presented as flowcharts in 

Appendix F. 

 

7.1.1 Critical Components for Railway Condition Monitoring 

Monitoring the health condition of a railway system can be realized by monitoring the 

critical components such as track/rail, wheels and bearings. These components are 

critical because they are the most significant causes of potential derailment accidents 

resulting in human casualties. Relevant research and statistics surveys reported are 

dominated by these three components [155] as shown in Figure 33. This reveals that 

these three components contribute 28%, 7% and 6% respectively to all relevant 

accidents. That means most of the causes of derailments are related to just a few 

critical components. Therefore, as long as the defects in these critical components can 

be identified by the condition monitoring system properly, most accidents could be 

reduced or even avoided.  
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Apart from track/rail, wheels and bearings, the gearbox is also a critical component 

for condition monitoring in railway. Although this component is not the direct root 

cause of derailments, its failure also leads to significant economic losses and longer 

repair times. Thus, the gearbox is also discussed in this chapter. 

 

Since the critical components are the dominant cause of railway incidents, researches 

on the correlation between sensor-based measurement and health conditions have 

been conducted. There are different criteria for monitoring critical components and 

each criterion would require different techniques. The criteria selected for discussion 

here are due to their ubiquities. Below are the detailed descriptions of the sensor-based 

measurement techniques that are commonly utilized in health condition monitoring. 

 

Track/rail deficiencies commonly include rail cracking, deformation (symmetricity) 

and corrugation. Cracks on rail may directly cause train derailments. Wheel or rail 

Track/Rail, 28%

Wheel, 7%

Bearing, 6%

Other causes, 59%

Accident Causes of Derailments

Track/Rail Wheel Bearing Other causes

Figure 33. Distribution of accident causes of derailments. Three critical 

components, Track/Rail, Wheel and Bearing contribute 41% of the 

occurrences. 
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deformation and rail corrugation can cause serious vibration and even resonance 

which can damage the train structure. Ultrasound or acoustics techniques that employ 

piezoelectric transducers and accompany with signal processing are usually used to 

monitor track/rail.   

 

For wheels, OOR causes vibration to the train, it is one of the common defects and its 

severity usually grows with mileage. Displacement techniques are employed for 

measuring depth (also height) of the OOR on the wheel tyre. Displacement 

measurement is performed offline that uses dial gauges, whereas the vibration 

measuring technique is performed in-service by using accelerometer, strain gauge or 

FBG sensors. 

 

For Bearings and Gearboxes, the defects, measurement techniques, signal processing 

methods and transducers used are very similar to each other. Cracks and pitting of the 

material are the symptoms to be monitored. Oil analysis [156], vibration, sound, 

temperature and even motor current are commonly used as measurement parameters. 

Oil analysis is used to be carried out offline in the past but can now be done in real-

time with embedded sensors [157]  Both time domain and frequency domain analyses 

are suitable and can be applied in combination to increase inspection accuracy. 

Transducers, including accelerometer, strain gauge, FBG, temperature transducers 

can be used to conduct this analysis. 
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Table 8. Sensor-based measurements for health conditions of critical 

components in railway system. 

 

 

Track/Rail Wheel Bearing Gearbox 

Defect: Crack, deformation 

(symmetricity) 

[158] , Corrugation 

[159] 

Out-of-round 

[52], [53] 

Balls/Roller 

pitting, crack 

[82] 

Crack, 

pitting 

[17], [160] 

Technique: Ultrasound, 

Acoustic [161], 

[162] 

Displacement, 

Vibration [52], 

[53] 

Oil analysis, 

Vibration, sound, 

temperature, 

motor 

Current [156] 

Oil analysis, 

Vibration, sound, 

temperature, 

motor 

Current [17], [163] 

Signal 

processing: 

Time delay of waves 

in reflection and 

direct wave 

 [161], [162] 

Time domain 

analysis [53] 

Time and 

Frequency domain 

analysis [82], 

[164] 

Time and 

Frequency domain 

analysis [17], 

[160] 

Transducer: Piezoelectric 

transducer 

Dial gauge, 

accelerometer, 

strain gauge, 

FBG 

accelerometer, 

strain gauge, FBG, 

temperature 

transducer 

accelerometer, 

strain gauge, FBG, 

temperature 

transducer 

 

To summarize, health condition monitoring for critical components of a railway can 

be performed using sensor-based measurements. Defects such as cracks, corrugation, 

pitting and OOR that indicate the health condition of railway can be measured by 

different techniques including ultrasound, displacement, oil analysis, vibrations, 

sound, temperature as well as motor current as summarized in Table 8. Transducers 

include piezoelectric, dial gauges, accelerometers, strain gauges, FBG and 

temperature sensors can be used in combination to conduct the measurements. 
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7.1.2 Vibration –Wheel/Rail Interaction 

Wheels and tracks are the most significant components contributing to derailments. 

Thus, monitoring their condition may enable accidents to be reduced. The vibration 

symptom provides an early warning as seen in the P-F curve [23]–[25]  introduced in 

Chapter 2. Vibration is the result of wheel/rail interaction [76], [165], [166] as a train 

travels along OOR provides one of the most significant contributions to vibration [20], 

[52] of the wheel. Consequently, vibrations can be used to detect the OOR condition 

and conduct reliability analyses [167].  

 

7.1.3 Vibration -Change of Mechanical Strain 

The concept of VI proposed in this research, is to provide a value showing the 

amplitude or the strength of mechanical vibration measured in the rail as shown in 

Figure 34. This actually represents the change of mechanical strain [41] in the material 

of the rail. Strain is a physical deformation phenomenon in the material, measured as 

the change in length per unit of original length. The top and the bottom sections of the 

rail are the most strain sensitive areas according to computer simulations and 

experiments [20]. However, the bottom of the rail is not suitable for measurement 

purposes as the FBG can be damaged if it touches the ground. The top of the rail is 

obviously also unsuitable. Hence, the lower part of the rail is selected for safety and 

easy access purpose. 

 

One of the causes of stress in the material is the vibrating wheel loading. Strain can 

be measured using FBG [4], [6], [41], but alternative solutions are available such as 
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electronic strain gauges [39], mechanical strain gauges [168] and slow light (time 

delay) in optical fiber [42], [169]. The definition of mechanical strain is given by 

Formula (7.1): 

 

Figure 34. Strain is a measure of deformation. Vibration is a change of strain. 

FBG sensor is installed on the lower part of a track for vibration measurement. 

 

Strain =                (7.1) 

 

 

7.2 Signal Processing and Data Validation for Data Mining 

Data Mining is the process of extracting useful information from raw data and other 

information according to the definition in the Cross-Industry Standard Process for 

Data Mining (CRISP-DM) [170] model. The information extracted can be 

characterized according to different levels of “depth/complexity” [171]. Data  Mining 

is one component in the information system of Data, Information, Knowledge and 

Wisdom (DIKW) [172]–[174]. In this study, the information involved concerned only 

the first three levels of (1) wavelength of sensor as Data [1], (2) VI as Information 

change of length 

original length 

 
Interrogator 
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[20], (3) the train health condition as Knowledge [154]. Although the DSS provide 

information to facilitate decision-making, it needs human assistance. Thus, there is 

not really any wisdom at this stage. 

 

In this study, the useful information was extracted using Data Mining technology 

including train speeds, number of axles, VI values, and train information. To perform 

Data Mining most effectively and accurately, the ranges of the different types of 

parameters should be wide. In addition, suitable signal processing and data validation 

processes should be employed to ensure the result is reliable. Signal processing 

adopted in this project included different techniques which will not be discussed one 

by one here, but only those commonly used such as filtering, peak/valley detection 

[175], [176] and frequency analysis.  

 

7.2.1 Signal Filtering 

The signal filtering of a vibration waveform is demonstrated in Figure 35, which 

displays wavelength raw data from four FBGs installed on a track. The upper two 

waveforms relate to a pair of FBGs installed in the same position on left and right 

hand rails on a track, as can be seen by their synchronous peaks. The lower two relate 

to another pair of FBGs with a delay which relates to the distance between two axles 

in a bogie. All four waveforms look noisy and need signal processing before peak 

detection. More raw data waveforms for train wheels deriving from the four pairs of 

FBGs are plotted in Appendix E for reference.  
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Figure 35. Noisy raw data of wavelength from FBG sensors.  

 

 

 

Figure 36. After signal processing, the filtered raw data become smoother. 

 

Signal filtering suppresses unwanted frequency components while letting other 

components pass through. It is used to remove high frequency noise so that the low 

frequency peaks generated by the wheels can be detected more easily. To do so, a 30 

Hz Low Pass Filter (LPF) was designed for the system. After filtering, the waveform 

No. data point 

No. data point 
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is smoother as shown in Figure 36. Filtering is one of the steps of data “cleaning” 

[177]. 

 

7.2.2 Frequency Response of the Vibration Index  

The signal frequency spectrum can also be investigated, although the VI calculation 

covering all frequency spectrums obtained by Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is shown 

in Figure 37. The high amplitude response spectrum is at the low frequency side at 

around 50Hz to 250Hz.  

 

Figure 37. Frequency domain presentation of vibration at wheel/rail interaction. 

The amplitude is relatively high before wheel re-profiling.  

 

250 Hz 50 500 0 
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Figure 38. Frequency domain of raw data in vibration due to wheel/rail 

interaction. Frequency content (a) higher amplitude before wheel re-profiling (b) 

lower amplitude after wheel re-profiling. 

 

After wheel re-profiling, the overall amplitude dropped significantly with no obvious 

shift in frequency as in Figure 38. That means a frequency shift cannot be used to 

determine the cause of the vibration in this case such as the OOR. This is also the 

reason why the VI calculation covers all frequencies in the spectrum. Figure 38 (a) 

shows the frequency spectrum before wheel re-profiling with relatively high 

amplitudes, while Figure 38 (b) shows that after wheel re-profiling, all the frequency 

components of high amplitude dropped significantly to lower level amplitudes. 

 

7.2.3 Peak and Valley Detection 

Peak detection correctly identifies peaks so that the inter-axle area can be identified 

for vibration calculation. After data cleaning, peaks/valleys detection [44] is enabled. 

Peak detection is performed by one of the modular programs [44] in the system. A 

successful output with 32 peaks (red spots on top) and 32 valleys (green spots at the 
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bottom) in the waveform is shown in Figure 39. The number of peaks and valleys are 

correctly detected and matches the number of wheel axles.  

 

Figure 39. Peaks and valleys are successfully identified before VI calculation. The 

upper and lower windows show the waveforms caused by the wheels on the left 

and right hand rails.  

 

7.2.4 Data Validation 

Data validation is a process checking the accuracy and quality of data before its 

utilization [178]. The properties of data and the relationships between data are useful 

information relating to the performance of data validation. Train RFID data is useful 

for data validation as it provides deeper information about the train such as the number 

of wheels, function of a train (e.g. engineering train, passenger train) and the speed of 

travel. Actually, all trains have RFID tags installed in each car, called Electric-

Multiple-Units (EMU), for adjusting the combinations and length of a train in the old 

days [179]. Luckily, adjusting is not needed today as the length is fixed. The RFID 

tags used here are of the active type with a built-in battery enabling faster response 

and larger transmission distance [180]. 
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The parameters to be used for data validation in this project include (1) train speed, 

(2) number of wheels, (3) peak amplitude, and (4) time of travel. Furthermore, mutual 

comparisons between adjacent sensors and the output waveforms are also parameters 

for data validation. Appendix B lists the waveforms of all four pairs of FBGs for 

reference.  

 

7.3 Data Ming for Railway Condition Monitoring 

In this research, the outputs of Data Mining provide information meaningful to people, 

as described in Chapter 2. They are easy to understand and used by humans. As this 

project relates to railways, all findings are related to railway parameters including 

settlement level, train weight and axle counts as introduced in previous chapters. In 

addition, the train speed, the attendance of a train for service, and the VI extracted in 

Data Ming processes are described below.   

 

7.3.1 Condition Monitoring Parameter –Train Speed 

Train speed is a common but important factor which must be monitored. Train speed 

relates to the type of a train, such as passenger train or engineering train. Speed rises 

and falls at different parts of a journey. In addition, the speeds of all wheels are 

supposed to be the same. These rules can be used to build a condition monitoring 

expert system to increase system reliability via the Data Mining technique. Extracting 

train speeds is relatively simple and straightforward by finding the time delay between 

peaks in the waveforms generated by wheels. The time delay is then correlated to the 

actual distance between sensors as shown in Error! Reference source not found. a
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nd the mathematical expression is for train speed shown in formula (7.2). The 

calculated result is consistent with the normal operating speed of 70 km/h. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The formula for the speeds of all wheels in a train is expressed as follows: 

 

Velocity =                                                                                                               (7.2) 

           V = 1.5m/70mS 

              =21.43m/s 

  Speed = 21.43*3600 

             = 77.15km/h  

Where D is the distance between two sensors in meters and T is the time delay in 

seconds. 
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Waveform from FBG 1 

 

Waveform from FBG 2 

 

t=70mS 
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Figure 40. Time delay between two peaks in waveforms of 

FBG 1 and FBG 2. Speeds of wheels in a train are found 

automatically by the system. 
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7.3.2 Condition Monitoring Parameter –Maintenance Schedules 

With enough data and techniques, some more meaningful and useful information can 

be extracted easily. Maintenance schedules can be monitored by the SRHM as shown 

in Figure 41. Maintenance work took around 7 days from 3rd Oct to 10th Oct. As a 

result, the VI values dropped from high to low as shown.  

 

Figure 41. Maintain schedule of a train was monitored by the SRHM system 

with a 7-days gap VI values. The VI values dropped after maintenance. 

 

 

7.3.3 Condition Monitoring Parameter -Vibration Index 

A previous VI version is introduced in Formula (6.7) in Chapter 6. The reason for a 

new version here, the Formula (7.3) is because more simplicity is needed for a large 

volume of data and faster calculation as a Big Data project. In addition, the 

significance of the coefficients such as weighting factors in Formula (6.7) are still not 

clear at the moment. Therefore, a much simpler version is proposed. After enough 

data has been collected, Formula (6.7) will be loaded for calculation and verification 

later, as a means of calibration to determine these coefficients. 
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VI = ∑|Sn-Sn+1|*1000          (7.3) 

 

Where: n is the index of samples in the signal, Sn is the nth sample of the signal. 

 

A simpler vibration calculation version is indicated in Figure 42 (a) with a waveform 

of a car showing the peaks of the four axles in the two bogies clearly identified. The 

waveform between bogies (inter-axial) [44] is extracted for VI calculation as shown 

in Figure 42 (b). Actually, the peaks and valleys help in identifying the inter-axial 

waveform where the signal exists of interest for vibration monitoring. However, peaks 

and troughs can cause errors too. The formula (7.3) for calculating VI actually gives 

the variation between data points, which can be interpreted as the energy of the 

 

P1 

P2 

P3 

V2 
V1 V3 V4 

V5 

Vibration index = sum of change of level  

                  between V3 & V4 

P = peak 

V = valley 

 

S(N) = signal to be calculate the Vibration Index 

P4 

(a). Waveform of a complete car.  

V6 

(b). Waveform between bogies (inter-axial) for VI calculation.  

Figure 42. (a) is a waveform of a car and (b) is a section of waveform extracted 

for calculation of VI. 
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vibration. This formula also covers all frequencies below the sampling frequency of 

the data acquisition system. For consistency in calculation, the sampling rate has to 

be the same, that is 1 kHz. If the sampling rate is higher, a scaling down is necessary.  

 

Furthermore, although vibration can be measured by accelerometer, the size of the 

accelerometer makes it dangerous for installation on the track. As the purpose of VI 

is to monitor the health condition of trains, an index number is sufficient at the 

moment. 

 

During this research, the VI values for the complete train is calculated immediately 

the train leaves the sensing point. Figure 43 (a) shows the waveforms for a complete 

train derived from the FBGs on the left and right hand rails, represented by black and 

red colors respectively. Figure 43 (b) shows the corresponding VI values. The 

reliability of VI can be checked by observation and by relating the high and low VI 

values to the noisy and smooth waveforms. The VI values on the left and right hand 

sides are usually similar, but with significant variation in the case of some pairs. In 

this train under test, the VI value in the third car at the right hand rail is higher than 

on the left. This is a sign that health screening is needed during the next maintenance. 

More SRHM system outputs with VI values and vibration waveforms are listed in 

Appendix A for reference. 

 

Figure 43. (a) Wavelength waveforms of a complete train with both left and 

right hand rails. (b) The corresponding VI values.  
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7.4 Result and Discussion 

Nearly a year (360 days) of long-term testing took place, after the SRHM system was 

established. The real-life data is illustrated in Figure 44. Results are missing between 

days 56 and 60. The data are related to a 30-train fleet. Detailed discussion and 

evaluation of these data is given in Chapter 8.  

 

Figure 44. VI values of a real-life testing with 360 days' long-term evaluation. 

 

7.4.1 Long-Term Verification 

During this year of investigation, data from all trains passing through the test point 

were recorded. For these trains which had just finished maintenance, including wheel 

re-profiling, the VI values dropped from high to low as indicated in Figure 45 and 

Figure 46. Some wheels were re-profiled more than once within the year. For most of 

the wheels re-profiled, VI values dropped significantly. To evaluate the performance, 

the VI values before and after wheel re-profiling have been compared. Among the 33 

pairs of wheels, 24 dropped to a low value while the remaining 9 showed no 

significant changes after wheel re-profiling. The effective success rate is 73%. Hence, 

the effectiveness was high and convincing at this early stage of the research.  
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Figure 45. Historical VI values of a train for 280 travels. VI values dropped 

significantly in Car 1, Car 4 and Car 5, and less significant in Car 2, Car 6 and 

Car 7 while not significant in Car 3 and Car 8. 

 

 

Figure 46. VI values before and after maintenance (wheel re-profiling) of a 

wheel for 280 travels. The VI values dropped after wheel re-profiling. 

 

7.4.2 Development of Vibration Index 

The developments over time of VI values for a wheel are shown in Figure 47. The 

steady increasing growth rate in formula (7.4) is a sign of concern. If the VI grows at 

an increasing rate, a high value is reached in a shorter time even though it may be low 

now. Thus, other than the amplitude, the mileage travelled is also important. Note, the 

mileages of each train are different depending on their daily usage. The graphs of VI 
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values, showing changes from high to low are shown in Appendix C. The lowest 

values are showing in Appendix D.  

 

 

Figure 47. The growth of historical VI values of a train in 265 days. 

 

GR = G/Mileage 

where GR is the growth rate of VI in a car, and G is the absolute growth of VI. 

 

According to the failure curve, different mileages could relate to different failure rates 

and hence failure rate may be affected by vibration amplitude. Thus, both the initial 

mileage and relative mileage after each wheel re-profiling should be considered for 

evaluation.  

 

7.4.3 Data and System Integrity 

Data and system integrities are defined by their accuracies. During the development 

of a condition monitoring system, both data and the system may contain errors. Thus, 

checking accuracies is a way to control errors and improve accuracies. The more the 

system is understood, the more the properties can be used for integrity checking. 

VI growth 

Mileage (amount of travel) 

Before wheel turning 

After wheel turning 

(7.4) 
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Symmetry is also a property related to data integrity checking. The pair of sensors 

installed on the left and right hand rails on a track is an example, as shown in Figure 

48. The data deriving from a pair of sensors should be very similar. If the data were 

to fluctuate suddenly on one side but not vary on the other side, this is a signal of data 

error in one of the FBGs. Pair 2, as in the lower row of Figure 48, shows a few red 

spots on the upper left hand corner. The other three pairs demonstrate mutually agreed 

and consistent results.  

 

Figure 48. Historical VI (y-axis) vs No. of travels (x-axis) of a car from four pairs 

of FBG sensors on the upper two rows. Bottom row is their X-Y plot to show 

their integrities.  

 

The VI values are correlated to the weights of different cars, as in Figure 49 for a 

typical train. The figure shows that heavier cars usually have higher VI values. A 

graph displays the VI values for the cars of 30 trains in Figure 50 showing this effect. 

The relationship can be used as a rule for data integrity checking. The VI values 

supposedly take similar patterns and are consistent for most of the trains, except for 

those with wheels newly re-profiled. Where patterns are very different, further 

signal unstable 
on the right FBG 
of the 2nd pair 

Pair 1 Pair 2 Pair 3 Pair 4 
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inspection may be needed of both the train and the system because the problem could 

lie with either one.   

 

Figure 49. VI values versus the weights of the cars in a train. 

 

 

Figure 50. VI values versus the weights of the cars in 30 trains. 
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7.4.4 The 3A-Warning System (Accept, Alert and Alarm) 

For convenience is relating VI values to technical personnel and the public, a simple 

warning system should be developed. Based on historical VI values for a fleet, a 3A-

Warning system, that is Accept, Alert and Alarm is derived below: 

Assumption:  90% of maintenance works performed were satisfactory. As the annual 

report quoted that service quality is 99.7% train punctuality and 99.9% 

delivery [38], a higher performance rate should be used for estimation 

of the maintenance quality. 

Therefore, if 90% of the population have lower VI values (3.1 or lower) after wheel 

re-profiling, the train is regarded as “acceptable” as illustrated in Figure 51. The first 

line Alert (orange color) is drawn at a point of 90% of the population After wheel re-

profiling, with a VI value of 3.2. The second line Alarm (red color) is drawn at a point 

of 90% of the population Before wheel re-profiling, with a VI value 6.7.  

 

Hence, in the 3A-Warning system, the VI values are divided into three regions: 

Alarm: 6.7 or higher 

Alert: 3.2 to 6.6 

Accept: 3.1 or lower 

 

The warning system is only a reference for simplicity, but a convenient sign indicating 

when the management team should pay attention to vibration on a train. The bigger 

picture needs to be explored before any action should be taken or conclusions drawn 

about this train because there could be local variations within the historical VI values. 

In addition, from the just before wheel re-profiling curve in Figure 51, 90 out of the 

163 samples have VI values below 3.2. That is 55.2% of wheels before maintenance 
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were below the Alert line. In other words, re-profiling of those wheels is not necessary, 

time and resources can be saved.  

 

Figure 52 is displayed as a case study of the application of the 3A-Warning system. 

The curve values vary from 1.5 to 8 at an increasing rate. It then drops to a 1.8, lower 

level. The first time VI reaches a lower limit of 3.2 is at the data point 700 and the 

growing trend then continues. The upper limit is reached at data point 2,100. The trend 

further grows until 8.0, before going for maintenance. After maintenance, the VI 

values dropped immediately to the 1.8 level. In this case, it took time to grow from 

the Alert to Alarm level. Even after reaching the Alarm stage, before taking any action 

on the train, the management team still had to consider more information, such as 

whether any other train had higher VI values than this one.  

 

 

Figure 51. The 3A-Warning system (Accept, Alert and Alarm). 
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Figure 52. A 3A-Warning example. The wheel is re-profiled when VI reached 8 

at 2,100 travels.  

 

7.4.5 Other Applications of Studying Vibration 

The railway monitoring system is a case study for the application of the Vibration 

Index (VI) sensing system. This system can also be utilized for other motor vehicles 

and machinery involving rotary parts because their degradations due to vibration may 

follow the P-F curve [23]–[25] which could be identified by this system. Literature on 

application using strain/stress to monitor escalators has been published [181]. In 

addition, applications to elevators, cable cars and trams are likely to be investigated 

soon. The reasons are the same as for the railway system in which vehicles consuming 

high levels of electrical power and generating electrical noise that interferes traditional 

electric type sensors, but optical sensors are immune against electrical noise.  
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7.5 Chapter Summary 

This chapter reports the physical establishment of SRHM system, signal processing 

techniques, definition of vibration, Data Mining processing and the use of VI. Graphs 

exhibit the structure and connections of the sensor network. Vibration is introduced 

and defined, in relation to wheel/rail interaction, and VI calculation as well as its 

interpretation are presented. In addition, the critical components for monitoring the 

health condition of a railway are described and compared. The technologies for 

applying sensor-based measurement to the Track/Rail, Wheels, Bearings and 

Gearboxes are listed in a Table. Data Mining is also presented with appropriate data 

for this study. Finally, the interpretation of historical VI values is related to a 3A-

Warning system given as a simple description related to VI amplitude.  
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Chapter 8 Railway Condition Monitoring Decision-Making 

Support 

8.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, a statistical point of view is brought to the analysis of historical VI 

values. It also explores VI values before and after wheel re-profiling and the 

application of these values facilitating the decision on whether to undertake 

maintenance or not. The bathtub curve used in reliability analysis and the Weibull 

distribution are used in modelling the data. An algorithm for predicting when train 

maintenance is next needed, is proposed. A method balancing between “scraping” and 

condition-based maintenance is also introduced in relation to wheel re-profiling. 

Consequently, the lifetime of a wheel is maximized and the cost is minimized.  

 

8.2 Weibull Reliability Analysis and Bathtub Curve Modelling 

Failure analysis is the modelling method employed in this project for analyzing the 

historical VI values of the whole fleet of trains. Actually, making use of fleet 

maintenance data relates to “lifetime” analysis of the fleet. To do this, the Weibull 

distribution [182] is made use of. The Weibull distribution states that failure 

occurrences versus time takes a bathtub shape as shown in Figure 53. In other words, 

machine failure rates usually follow the bathtub curve. The Infant Phase (1) has a high 

but decreasing rate of failure when machines are new and some components faulty. 

After a period of running, in the Phase (2) of Normal Lifetime, the surviving or 

repaired machines, run at a lower and constant failure rate for a relatively long period. 

Lastly, in the Wear-out Phase (3) stage, machines exhibit higher and increasing rates 
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of failure as they age and reach the end of their lives. Eventually, the cost of retaining 

normal operation of the machines is too high. 

 

Figure 53. Bathtub curve of the lifetime of a complex machine. 

 

The failure rate of a train fleet also follows the bathtub curve. Since a train is a giant 

machine composed of different components, each component is an individual sub-

system which itself behaves in a “bathtub” shape manner. Thus, a fleet may include a 

large number of small bathtub curves, each as shown in Figure 53. The distribution of 

small bathtubs are supposed to be random among the fleet, and when attached together, 

the overall bathtub assumption still holds for the whole system. Thus, when sampling 

the giant bathtub at an instant of time, all small bathtubs are automatically embedded. 

The resultant bathtub curve is notionally presented as the blue line with local 

variations. Condition monitoring attempts to extend the lifetime are shown in the 

dotted line in black.  

 

In this study, failure data is presented in the time domain (or mileage). Analyses 

investigate the health condition of the fleet based on current failure data. The data is 

sampled in snapshots of time over the whole lifetime of the entire fleet. The intervals 

between snapshots should suit the degradations of the units under test. In fact, the 

Phase (1),  β < 1 
Phase (3),  β > 1 Phase (2),  β = 
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degradation of a railway system is very slow, and is measured in decades. The 

sampling period therefore is six months for condition monitoring. The historical 

health condition trend is reflected as the failure rate of the fleet and the bathtub curve 

phases are estimated accordingly. 

 

The concept of failure analysis is not limited to total function failure but a common 

and fair measurement [154], [183]. That means the establishment of a vibration itself 

is also a “failure” in this study. Among the formulae in the Weibull distribution, the 

most relevant is the Probability Density Function (PDF) [65] as is selected here. To 

explain clearly, the graphical presentation is shown in Figure 54 while the PDF 

mathematical expression is given by equation (8.1): 
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𝑓(𝑇) ≥ 0, 𝑇 ≥ 0 𝑜𝑟 𝛾, 𝛽 > 0, 𝜂 > 0, −∞ <  𝛾 < ∞ 

 

β is the shape parameter, also known as the Weibull slope, 

η is the scale parameter, 

γ is the location parameter. 

 

As γ, the location parameter remains constant and located at zero, it can therefore be 

ignored. Thus, the formula becomes a two-parameter Weibull PDF function and can 

be re-written as equation (8.2): 
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The shape parameter β describes the different phases of failure in the bathtub curve as 

shown in Figure 53. When β < 1, the lifetime is in the Infant phase with decreasing 

failure rate; for β = 1, the lifetime is in the Normal Lifetime phase with constant failure 

rate; For β > 1, the lifetime is in the Wear-Out phase with an increasing failure rate.  

 

Figure 54. Graphical presentation of Weibull distribution. 

 

8.3 Results and Discussion 

In the SRHM system, the objective is not only to monitor the health condition of trains, 

but also to provide information for management decision-making support [97] in 

prioritizing maintenance schedules. In order to increase efficiency and usage, the 

direct involvement of the management is recommended. That involves giving them 

fast responses and up-to-date maintenance details so that they enjoy using the system 

and benefit from saving time and making correct final decisions.  

The management also try to (a) maximize production capacity by shortening 

breakdown induced delays, (b) be environmentally friendly, (c) enhance employee 
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β = 3 
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safety. This is the concept of Multi-Criteria Decision-Making Methods (MCDM) in 

maintenance [184] and is assumed in this research.  

 

8.3.1 Weibull Distribution Modelling 

The two-parameter PDF Weibull distribution function can now be used to analyze the 

historical VI values of the SRHM system. The historical VI data covering nearly one 

year (360 days) for 30 trains were collected from 1st September 2014 to 26th August 

2015. During the testing period, each train made 10 rounds a day for ~310 days (~65 

days for maintenance checking-up). With 8 cars in a train, a total of 750,000 VI values 

have been calculated as plotted in Figure 55. The VI values are divided into three 

periods. Period 1 is the first six months for reference as a control with no VI values 

fed back for maintenance. Period 2 is the next three months when high VI values were 

taken as the first priority of maintenance. Period 3 is the last three months when high 

VI values were referred more frequently for maintenance action.  

 

Figure 55. VI values of 30 trains and long last for 360 days. 
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Figure 56. The Weibull distribution of VI values in the reference period. The 

maximum VI values are 18.4 & 7.3 before and after applying to maintenance. 

 

Figure 57. The Weibull distribution of VI values in Period 2. The maximum VI 

is reduced from 12.9 to 6.0 after the 1st trial of applying VI values to 

maintenance. 

 

 

Figure 58. The Weibull distribution of VI values of Period 3. The maximum VI 

is reduced from 9.9 to 8.4 after the 2nd trail of applying VI values to maintenance. 
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After each period of maintenance, the pair of VI values before (black) and after (green) 

wheel re-profilings were recorded by the SRHM system as shown in Figure 56, Figure 

57 and Figure 58 for Period 1, Period 2 and Period 3, respectively, of Figure 55. The 

data were then sorted in ascending order for ease of analysis. The characteristics of 

the envelope changes in the three Periods showing the effect of feeding back the VI 

values to maintenance. The highest VI values are given higher maintenance priorities 

although maintenance may not be taken as planned since other factors such as 

corrective maintenance have to be considered at the same time.  

 

Figure 56 is the Weibull plot of the VI values for the reference data Period 1. The 

maximum value of 18.4 before maintenance is extremely high. The curves (green) 

after maintenance in all these three figures, show that VI values have been 

significantly reduced with less variation. The maximum VI values after maintenance 

are 7.3, 6.0 and 8.4 in periods 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

 

Figure 57 relates to Period 2, the next three months. The VI values are used to 

prioritize maintenance scheduling simultaneously with the existing preventive 

maintenance (by time) strategy. The outcome is significant with envelope drops from 

16 in the reference period to the level of 10 shown in Figure 55. The maximum VI 

values before maintenance drop from 18.4 in Period 1 to 12.9. 

 

Figure 58 relates to Period 3, another three months after the reference period. The 

envelope drops further from 10 in Period 2 to the 6.0 shown in Figure 55. The 

maximum VI values before maintenance further dropped from 12.9 to 9.9. That means 

the OOR had been significantly improved after the year of testing. 
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According to the 3A-Warning system, wheels with VI values below the Alert should 

not be re-profiled. However, they were re-profiled, in fact, during the testing period. 

In other words, the re-profiling effort was not necessary and could have been saved. 

Referring to Figure 56, Figure 57 and Figure 58, 55.2%, 33.0% and 42.0% of wheel 

re-profiling from Period 1 to Period 3 respectively was not necessary. To sum up, the 

use of VI values in maintenance will not only improve OOR but also reduce the usage 

of the resources. This demonstration proves that FBG sensors could be used as a very 

effective decision-making support tool in railway maintenance management. With the 

fusion of more FBG sensors in the SRHM system, predictions of failure [19], [185] 

may also be possible. 

 

Utilizing the two-parameter Weibull PDF function, the VI values were then fitted into 

equation (7.5) for curve fitting purpose as shown in Figure 59. The Weibull slope 

parameter β and the values of VI were used to estimate the maintenance quality level 

of the fleet. Lower values of β represent better maintenance quality. The black curve 

(β = 0.80) for the vibration before maintenance is obviously higher than the green 

curve (β = 0.77) relating to after maintenance. It reflects that the maintenance quality 

of the fleet is equivalent to a point near the Infant phase approaching the Normal-Life 

quality in the bathtub curve. The black curve with lower value (~0.5) and lower slope 

at the beginning than the middle part of the curve, then grows to a higher value (~15) 

at an increasing rate near the end. The average values are very low, at 2.73 and 2.00 

respectively, before and after maintenance and much lower than the Alert value of 3.2 

in the 3A-Warning system.  
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In addition, the Weibull distribution can be applied to a single car. The plotting of 

historical VI values for a car with Weibull fitted curve is shown in Figure 60. This car 

with β equal to 0.98 is higher than the 0.80 for the whole fleet before wheel re-

profiling. Therefore, more attention should be paid to this particular train when 

considering maintenance priority. 

 

Figure 59. The Weibull curve fittings of VI curves before and after 

maintenance 

 

 

Figure 60. Weibull curve fitted for a car with historical VI values. 
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8.3.2 The Fleet Health Condition Level Chart 

The Fleet Health Condition Level (FHCL) chart shown in Figure 61 is a reference 

standard for estimating the overall maintenance performance over the long-term. Line 

A gives the VI values just before maintenance, representing the current quality level 

of the whole fleet before applying the decision-making support tool. The quality level 

could be poorer than Line A if the maintenance work is poor when the rate of wearing-

out is too high and aging is too fast. Line B is a threshold to separate those VI values 

beyond the Alarm region. Line C represents the VI values after going through 

maintenance works. This line represents the best quality and the values stay low. Line 

D is a threshold to separate those VI values beyond the Alert region. Line E is a virtual 

line balancing the effort and quality level and is the targeted standard to be reached 

by management.  

 

Figure 61. The Fleet Health Condition Level Chart. 
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The FHCL chart in Figure 61 quantifies the overall health quality level of the whole 
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past data, best data and targeted health quality. The tunnel (yellow area) between Line 

A and Line C is the quality standard tolerance. The area of the tunnel should be kept 

as narrow as possible while the baseline of VI should be kept low. The highest points 

in Line A should be considered for decision-making support action, prioritizing the 

maintenance schedule towards narrowing the yellow area.  

 

The Baseline of the Fleet Health Condition Level Chart: 

Line C of Figure 61, the bottom line of the fleet health quality contains values just 

after maintenance. However, this only represents the current best quality health level. 

It will change gradually over time. According to the theory of failure analysis in the 

Weibull curve, with aging, health quality level will worsen no matter how well 

maintenance works are performed [186]. Of course, the better the maintenance work 

performed, the lower will be the rate of worsening. In other words, with the trend of 

the historical data baseline, the baseline of the FHCL chart can be used to monitor the 

aging condition of the trains.  

 

To sum up, the FHCL chart provides background support to the management as a 

reference for managing the health quality of the fleet as well as that of an individual 

train. The principle of the FHCL chart is based on statistics with theoretical support, 

thus is easily understood by management and acceptable as a decision-making support 

tool. 

 

8.3.3 Facilitating Decision-Making Support for Management 

Maintenance priority decision-making is a logical process. This study provides more 

information and identifies more factors, making the system more intelligent and 
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efficient. These factors include (1) VI values, (2) historical VI values, (3) rate VI 

changes, and (4) the number of cars having high VI values. Cases in Figure 62 and 

Figure 63 illustrate the use of the system in the decision-making. Three choice 

scenarios are listed below for management to use. In the case of the following example, 

if the management selects Factor (4) as the first priority, Train A will go to 

maintenance earlier than train B.  
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Figure 62. Train A has 6 cars with high VI values. 

 

 

Figure 63. Train B has 4 cars with high VI values. 

 

Scenario 1: If only the highest train VI value is considered, Train B will be taken for 

maintenance, since the initial VI value in Car 5 of Train A is a bit lower 

than that in Car 8 of Train B. 

Scenario 2: If the number of cars with high values is considered, Train A will be 

taken for maintenance, since it has 4 cars with high values compared 

with only 2 cars in Train B. 

Scenario 3: If the slope of the trend is considered, Train A will be taken for 

maintenance, since the slope in Car 5 is the steepest and steeper than any 

in Train B. 

With these preference Scenarios, a system decision tree can provide decision-making 

support information. However, management has to also consider other factors, in 

making a final decision. If only these three Scenarios are considered, Train A should 

be sent for maintenance first as six high-value cars can be tackled at the one time. This 

increases the efficiency of the maintenance work and reduces the overall VI values of 

Highest initial value   

Largest slope of trend 
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the fleet in a shorter time. In addition, the time needed to complete maintenance is 

also a factor. The amount of time for a train to complete maintenance is around 10 

days.  

 

Maximize the Lifetime with Minimum Resources 

Once understanding the relationship between vibration and OOR, the next question to 

ask is how to minimize OOR and thereby maximize wheel lifetime with minimum 

resources. Research by the Lioyd’s Register in [54], found that when wheel re-

profiling is carried out only when a serious OOR condition exists, the lifetime of a 

wheel will be reduced. In the meantime, a test was conducted which proved that to 

maximize lifetime, re-profiling of the wheel should occur at fixed short mileage 

intervals (70,000 km) so that the thickness of the material removed is minimized. 

 

There is no doubt that the lifetime of a wheel can be maximized by reducing the 

thickness of cuts at short mileage intervals. However, this process consumes a large 

amount of resources. Also relevant is that, not all wheels suffer the same amount of 

degradation rate, but they still consume the same amount of resources in the cutting 

processes. In other words, applying the same regime to all wheels is not reasonable 

and wastes resources. Thus, a more meticulous regime should be introduced to balance 

both lifetime and resources consumption.  

 

Lines applying to these different regimes are illustrated in Figure 64. Regime (a) was 

proposed by Lioyd’s Register in [54] with short and fixed mileages. This regime can 

maximize lifetime but needs more resources. Regime (b) as used in the old days, only 

re-profiles a wheel when its OOR is very serious. This regime requires less resources 
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but reduces lifetime. A balanced solution, Regime (c), compromises between Regime 

(a) and (b), by re-profiling the wheel just before the OOR condition at which the high 

rate of degradation increase region begins (non-linear increase region) as shown in 

Figure 83. With Regime (c), the wheels with lower degradation rates could even 

achieve longer lifetimes than those in Regime (a) and save more resources at the same 

time. 

 

Figure 64. Wheel re-profiling using Regime (a) allows a longer lifetime but uses 

huge resources. Regime (b) uses limited resources but reduce lifetime. Regime (c) 

is a balance of Regime (a) and Regime (b) and need intelligent control. 

 

The VI values of a wheel, assuming a Weibull distribution, are shown in Figure 65. 

The curve can be divided into a “Low increase region” and a “High increase region”. 

In the “Low increase region”, the VI value increases slowly then at an increasing rate 

in the “High increase region”. To maintain a long lifetime, VI values should always 

be kept in the “Low increase region” to maintain low OOR values as recommended 

by the 3A-Warning system. 
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Figure 65. The trend of VI values is simplified into Low and High increase 

regions. The VI value is supposed safe before the point turning into the High 

increase region. 

 

 

8.3.4 Contributions to Modelling the Vibration Data  

The contributions of modelling and analysis of vibration data for condition monitoring 

purposes proposed in this study are listed below. Firstly, the correlation between the 

vibrations due to wheel/rail interaction and the Out-Of-Roundness (OOR) of wheels 

were proved experimentally. Vibration was significantly reduced after wheel re-

profiling [20]. Secondly, the Weibull distribution has been applied to degradation 

analysis and shown fitted well with the vibration historical trend, as shown in Figure 

65. Indeed, it is found that wheel re-profiling should be performed when the VI value 

has reached a turning point before it goes into the increasing degradation region as 

shown by the Weibull distribution in Figure 65. Otherwise, the wheel lifetime would 

be reduced, according to the internationally renowned railway company -Lloyd’s 

Register Rail Europe [54]. 

High increase region 
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8.3.5 Comparing the SRHM System with Existing Methodology 

Gotcha Monitoring Systems [9] is an existing and commercially available system 

similar to the Smart Railway Health-Condition Monitoring (SRHM) system being 

investigated in this study, it is developed by Lloyd’s Register Rail Europe. The 

similarities include, (1) both use optical fiber sensors [187]. (2) both measure the 

vibration influenced by wheel/rail interaction, (3) both use historical data to present 

vibration trends. However, the theoretical background is never revealed in Gotcha 

because it is a commercial secret, whereas the underlying theoretical background of 

the SRHM is fully elaborated and discussed in this study. Furthermore, it is noted that 

(1) Gotcha serves to provide propriety information only for track users and track 

owners as the basis for a fee-charging system whereas the SRHM system is specially 

designed for safety enhancement and maintenance efficiency improvement via 

condition monitoring. (2) The SRHM system includes track settlements level 

measurements. Gotcha provides no such information at present. (3) The modular 

design approach of SRHM allows additional functions to be plugged into the system 

to cater for future expansions in the development of a comprehensive smart railway 

system based on the underlying theory discussed.   

 

8.3.6 Change of Maintenance Practices 

The Smart Railway Health-Condition Monitoring (SRHM) System is designed for 

long-term decision-making support in railway maintenance. The system has just 

finished its Testing and Commissioning (T&C) stage for a short period. Therefore, 

there are no statistical figures related to maintenance cost saving available. On the 
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other hand, many complimentary feedbacks from engineers and technical staff have 

been received. The SRHM system provides comprehensive information regarding the 

health conditions of different trains and cars that change their maintenance practices 

especially in prioritizing the maintenance schedules between different trains and cars. 

For example, the corporation which uses the proposed SHRM system is now very 

confident in selecting the trains for wheel re-profiling, because they all have high 

Vibration Index (VI) values which are proven to be highly correlated to the existence 

of imperfections such as dents on the wheels. The VI values for all trains are routinely 

reported and comparisons are easily made. In other words, the engineers are confident 

that the trains selected for maintenance are the correct ones and thus the overall 

reliabilities of the trains are improved. 
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8.4 Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the Weibull distribution is introduced for failure analysis purposes. 

The bathtub curve is proposed for modelling of the failure rate. Evaluation of the 

readiness for maintenance action, based on VI values, is described. Trains with high 

VI values will receive maintenance first. The results show that after one year of trial, 

the maximum fleet VI values dropped from 18.4 to 9.9. In addition, 55.2% of wheel 

re-profiling activity was not needed since it occurred when OOR values were still 

within acceptable limits. Three scenarios are presented of the decision-making logic 

which minimizes the overall OOR and takes a shorter time. The FHCL chart is derived 

as a background guide, supporting management in monitoring the health quality of 

the fleet and individual trains also. Finally, a regime which balances the maximum 

lifetime with minimum resources is proposed by applying wheel re-profiling just after 

the point where the Weibull distribution turns into the region of high degradation 

increase.  
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Chapter 9 Future Developments 

9.1 Introduction 

Future work will mainly be based on the intelligent employment of more data and 

information. For more data, sensors can be added to enrich the designs of the 

algorithms. For more information, data of greater diversity will be input to the system, 

and more meaningful information extracted. In addition, other than the data from 

sensors, data will be deriving from the maintenance work itself, such as OOR 

measurements made in the depot, data such as the parts repaired/replaced, and data 

from other condition monitoring systems, are also useful. 

9.2 Data Fusion of Events and Other Systems 

A train is an extremely complex moving machine. Vibration sources are multiple. Any 

changes to vibration could be due to wear at wheel and track. Events [87] such as the 

replacement of parts and other types of preventive maintenance may affect parts of 

the structure. Therefore, data relating to all events, maintenance tasks and condition 

monitoring systems [147] may be useful for separating and eliminating any error 

information, i.e. other than OOR, in order to increase accuracy and functionality. 

9.3 Miniature of FBG-Based Accelerometer 

The existing FBG strain sensors installed on the track rail measure both dynamic and 

static strain. However, the frequency response may be biased towards the lower 

frequencies as the track rail is tightly mounted and its mass is heavy. A FBG-based 

accelerometer [188] is recommended for installation on the track to measure higher 

frequencies. In the meantime, the size and material of the sensor chassis should be 
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compliant with related safety requirement. Alternatively, smaller lighter FBG-based 

accelerometers are preferred [189]. 

9.4 FBG-Based Microphone 

Because of its high level of intelligence, sensor fusion in railway systems [190] is an 

effective monitoring approach. Use of a FBG-based microphone [191] is proposed for 

detecting acoustic signals generated by wheel/rail interaction. The interaction noise 

generated is another form of vibration signal that may be useful in identifying different 

types of failure and defect.  

9.5 Alternative Method for VI Calculation (Gaussian Fitting) 

The VI proposed in this study is based on cars, rather than wheels. The calculation 

takes account of the vibration of all eight wheels in the two bogies. However, the peak 

vibration when the wheel acts on the tip of the sensor, is supposed of high value. The 

proposed new method aims to detect this peak. The fundamental waveform is assumed 

to be of Gaussian distribution shown in Figure 66. The red curve is the Gaussian fitted 

waveform and the blue curve is the raw signal emitted when a wheel passes the sensor. 

Therefore, the vibration is extracted by subtracting the Gaussian fitted waveform from 

the raw data. This approach may be more representative of degradation to a single 

wheel than the existing method. However, the strain amplitudes caused by the train 

weight is also very high and the signal-to-noise ratio may not be very good. Thus, 

more signal processing steps may be needed.  
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Figure 66. Proposed Gaussian fitted envelopes for four example waveforms 

with peaks when wheels at the tip of FBG sensors. 

 

9.6 Residual Usable Lifetime Prediction of a Wheel 

The Residual Usable Lifetime (RUL) prediction [192], [82], [193] for a wheel is 

proposed as part of the necessary future study. The approach is to keep a continuing 

record of wheel re-profiling thickness. With a database of information about the 

wheels, the usage and residual lifetime forecasting is possible. The information 

needed to support the forecasting includes (1) the current thickness of the tyre, (2) the 

minimum thickness allowed, (3) thickness profiled each time, (4) the rate of 

degradation, and (5) historical data over the lifetime of the wheels. Knowing the RUL 

of the whole fleet, just-in-time ordering of wheels is possible, saving on currency flow, 

space and manpower. 
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9.7 Chapter Summary 

To fully utilize and develop the SRHM system in the future, more data and 

information in both volume and diversity are proposed to increase the benefit of the 

maintenance scheduling. Sensors to provide more data include FBG types of 

accelerometer and microphone. Data relating to different events and different 

condition monitoring systems are also highlighted. An alternative approach for 

calculating VI is also discussed. With more information, RUL predictions for the 

whole fleet can be achieved.  
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Chapter 10 Conclusions 

In this research, the use of FBG-based i) Track Settlement Level Sensors, ii) Axle 

Counting Sensors, iii) Weight Balance (WB) Sensors, and iv) Vibration Index (VI) 

sensors have been developed in the context of railway condition monitoring. 

Furthermore, a SRHM System has also been established for real-life usage and the 

continuous verification of sensors. A VI sensor was selected as a demonstration 

example for one year of data collection and evaluation. Based on historical data, a 

regime for balancing the use of maintenance resources with wheel lifetimes in relation 

to wheel re-profiling policy is advised as decision-making support in prioritizing the 

maintenance schedule.  

 

The key technologies such as information technologies, maintenance strategies, 

vibration effects due to the OOR of wheels on railway cars are reviewed in Chapter 2. 

A detailed review of optical fiber sensing including distributed sensing and the FBG 

are introduced separately in Chapter 3. The four sensors development and their 

applications are reported in the remaining chapters as follows. 

 

10.1 Settlement Level Sensor 

A track settlement level sensor is a FBG connecting a float and the base of the sensor 

body, which detects the liquid level inside. An external tank supplies liquid to the 

sensor and acts as a reference. The experimental result showed the sensitivity to be 

0.103 nm/mm. The diameter of the sensor is 80 mm and it is around 200 mm high. 

This sensor is based on 80 μm of cladding and a 9 μm core single-mode fiber. It is 

more sensitive than the traditional 125 μm fiber. Experimental data also suggests that 
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the sensor’s operating temperature range was -30°C to +80°C and that the temperature 

error is minor at 0.008 nm/°C. 

 

10.2 Axle Counting Sensor 

An axle counting sensor is a FBG mounted on the track with an interrogation device 

and processing software in a computer. The research focused upon the processing 

algorithm used to analyze the wavelength data as trains pass through. The results show 

that the proposed X-crossing and D-crossing method complement each other. When 

used together in axle counting, accuracy is very high. The results show a 100% 

accuracy after 1,680,000 axles had passed through the sensors in three locations over 

five months. The limitation is that the computer and interrogation systems may crash 

every 2 months, requiring close human supervision.  

10.3 Weight Balance Sensor 

A weight balance (WB) sensor is also a FBG mounted on a rail with an interrogation 

device and processing software in a computer. The research focused upon the 

calculation of dynamic weight and the balance of the two wheels on each axle. During 

the study, a finite element simulation and an experiment were performed to explore 

the distribution of sensitives on the rail to help determine the locations of FBG 

installation. An approach was verified which gave the best candidate with an 

approximately 10% error. Weight balance of the wheels was also investigated but 

proved not useful for estimation of derailment at the Nadal Limit, as the lateral force 

on the wheel was not measured in the experiment. Instead, an alternative solution, 

namely Off-loading ratio was derived based on the weight difference bearing down 

on the left and right hand rails.  
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Another experiment on car wheels profiling was carried out. The high inter-axle 

vibration signals results allowed the FBG sensor to determine the OOR of wheels. 

This proved that by measuring rail vibration, good estimates of the OOR of wheels 

can be obtained and used for condition monitoring in real-time. 

10.4 Smart Railway Health-Condition System 

A VI sensor, like the other sensor, is a FBG mounted on a rail with an interrogation 

device and processing software in a computer. A VI is derived from wheel/rail 

interaction vibrations, mainly reflections the OOR of a wheel. A RFID reader on the 

trackside is connected to the SRHM to match the trains with the recorded raw data 

obtained from the eight VI sensors on the rails. An algorithm for calculating the VI of 

a car has been developed. It should be noted that a single system is enough on a 

railway line, serving the whole fleet in fully automatic mode, on in-service non-stop 

trains.  

A long-term test of nearly one year (360 days), of VI data deriving from 30 trains was 

carried out. In order to relate the data to maintenance strategies, a Weibull reliability 

analysis model was employed in this study. The slopes of the Weibull fitted curves 

before and after wheel re-profiling are proposed as representing the quality of the fleet, 

and hence the degree of need for maintenance. From the experiences of maintenance 

personnel, and statistical analysis, it was agreed that measured VI values can be used 

as thresholds for assigning different VI values to the categories of Accept, Alert or 

Alarm, a so-called 3A-Warning system. The system automatically sends messages to 

the relevant people with a detailed report once thresholds are triggered. 
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10.5 Railway Condition Monitoring Decision-Making Support 

In order to fulfil the decision-making support function, the VI values, by car, are 

plotted graphically for visualization of OOR trends. Each individual train is compared 

with the whole fleet. The train with the highest VI values is then prioritized for 

maintenance based on a rule-based artificial intelligence algorithm developed during 

the research.  

 

The results show that after a year of application of the SRHM system, the highest VI 

values in the fleet improved from 18.4 to 9.9, and 55.2% of the wheel re-profiling 

workload could have been saved by adopting the 3A-Warning system. For decision-

making support purposes, the relationship between VI and OOR was further 

investigated in relation to the prioritizing of maintenance. Performing wheel re-

profiling at high VI values could shorten the lifetime of the wheels according to 

Gotcha’s research. Instead, a regime for balancing resources usage with wheel 

lifetimes has been proposed based on the use of the point on the Weibull distribution 

curve just before the high rated increase region of the curve within the FHCL chart 

derived from historical wheel re-profiling VI values. 

 

10.6 Academic Values of the Study 

This research has verified that the benefits of FBG sensors to humanity are increased 

by the application of information technologies in railway condition monitoring. With 

the fusion of individual sensors with the system, alongside the appropriate information 

technologies, more intelligent decision-making support for railway maintenance 

decision was achieved. The SRHM system makes a huge contribution to the railway 
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system because firstly, the overall maintenance quality is constantly monitored and 

the current quality is available for reviewing at any time by management.  Secondly, 

wheel OOR is inspected in-service in non-stop mode and is fully automatic. Thirdly, 

maintenance work is now more effective because the decision-making support system 

provides information on the exact train next requiring maintenance. Finally, labor, 

costs and time for maintenance are reduced, the lifetime of train wheels is lengthened, 

and safety and service quality are increased.  
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Appendix A  Vibration Index Cases 

Different cases of VI values and their waveforms are shown below. The black color 

curve represents the signal from FBG on the left rail and red color represents the signal 

from the right rail. Pay attention to the vibration of the wavelet signal between peaks. 

If the wavelet signal is more serious, the VI value on the right column is higher. 
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Appendix B  VI Trend of 8 Sensors in the 8 Cars of a Train 

The FGB waveforms of all 8 sensors for measuring the 8 cars of a train. These 

waveforms show the consistency of the signals from the 8 FBG sensors. The X-axis 

is the number of rounds to run in-service. The maximum scale of 3,000 represent 300 

days of VI as a train runs 10 rounds a day. A pair of sensors was down for 20 days as 

shown in the missing data pints from 2,100 to 2,300 at the right column. 

 

All 8 sensors output of car 1  

 

 

All 8 sensors output of car 2  
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All 8 sensors output of car 3  

 

 

All 8 sensors output of car 4  

 

 

All 8 sensors output of car 5  

 

 

All 8 sensors output of car 6  
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All 8 sensors output of car 7  

 

 

All 8 sensors output of car 8  
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Appendix C  Historical VI of the Fleet from High to Low 

This appendix lists out the most serious VI of the train from high to low. They are 

train number 27, 6, 17, 21, 5, 2, 28, 11, 10, 3 and 1 respectively. 
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Appendix D  Historical VI with Lowest Values in the Fleet 

Graphs listed below are the six trains with lowest VI values. 
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Appendix E  Waveforms of 8 Sensors 

The following eight waveforms are from the eight FBG strain sensors on the rail. The 

left column of waveforms # 8, #7, #4 and #3 are from the left hand rail. The right 

column of waveforms #6, #5, #2 and #1 are from the right. Since the train is 

approaching the sensors from #8 first, then #7, #4 and lastly #3. The time delay is less 

in #8 then more in #7 and most serious in #3. 
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Appendix F  Flowcharts of the Sub-Systems 

 

 

 

 

Flow Chart of “Weight balance” calculation sub-system. 
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Flow Chart of “Axle Counting” calculation sub-system. 
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Flow Chart of “Vibration Index” calculation sub-system. 
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